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1 Introduction61

There is strong astrophysical and cosmological evidence that dark matter (DM) exists and62

makes up approximately 26% of the total mass-energy budget of the universe [1, 2]. This evi-63

dence is based on numerous observations of its gravitational interaction on galactic scales. The64

rotation curves of most galaxies do not match the expected behavior from visible matter [3, 4].65

Recently, several galaxies have been observed whose rotation curves do match the expecta-66

tion [5, 6], suggesting DM is unevenly distributed. Strong lensing observations of galaxy clus-67

ter collisions [7] and weak gravitational lensing from large-scale structures [8] both indicate68

the presence of DM at super-galactic scales. Accurate modeling of the cosmic microwave back-69

ground power spectrum [1] and the matter power spectrum of the universe [9, 10] requires the70

presence of DM. Various scenarios beyond the standard model (BSM) that contain DM particle71

candidates may also resolve discrepancies in the standard model (SM), such as the predictions72

for light-element abundances from Big Bang nucleosynthesis [11].73

A range of complementary approaches [12] can study potential interactions of DM particles74

with the SM. Direct-detection (DD) experiments directly probe DM scattering from ordinary75

matter, usually nuclei. The search for such scattering is the basis of experiments such as76

XENON [13], LUX-ZEPLIN [14], PandaX [15], PADME [16], and others (a review can be found77

in Ref. [17]). This approach is very sensitive to low values of the scattering cross section, down78

to the zeptobarn scale, but may face difficulties detecting DM-lepton interactions or light DM79

particles (.1 GeV in mass). These difficulties arise from the fact that the liquid xenon and liquid80

argon energy resolutions are poor for low-energy recoils. To probe low recoil energies, different81

technologies are needed. Conversely, the indirect-detection (ID) approach looks for signals of82

DM-DM annihilation into SM particles, which are being searched for by experiments such as83

AMS-02 [18], EGRET [19], Fermi-LAT [20], and IceCube [21]. This approach is sensitive to the84

coupling of DM to SM particles, while also probing the nature of the DM-DM annihilation pro-85

cess that plays a fundamental role in the observed thermal relic density. The main difficulty is86

the need for accurate modeling of the astrophysical background sources and of the DM density87
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profile in the region of interest. There also exist beam-dump experiments that could potentially88

produce DM [22], which are beyond the scope of this Report.89

Many BSM scenarios predict the existence of a dark sector (DS) that can be probed with proton-90

proton (pp) and heavy ion (HI) collisions in the CMS experiment at the CERN LHC. At particle91

colliders, searches for DM often involve the production of a pair of DM candidates, leading to92

a signature of missing transverse momentum (pmiss
T ) recoiling against an SM particle. Simpli-93

fied benchmark models have been put forward by the community to guide these searches [23],94

together with recommendations on the presentation of experimental results [24] and guide-95

lines for the comparison between the collider and DD/ID experiments [25]. These benchmark96

models usually have a DM candidate and a mediator particle, which may also be a BSM state.97

Collider searches generally present their results in terms of the masses and spins of both of98

these particles. As will be shown in this Report, the collider approach can provide sensitivity99

that is complementary to those of the DD and ID experiments. In the particular case of sim-100

plified models, certain assumptions on the mediator couplings to both SM and DM particles101

allow us to compare collider and DD searches. Given those assumptions, the collider experi-102

ment limits are usually stronger than the limits from other approaches for lighter DM particles103

(masses down to a few GeV) and for models where the nuclear interaction is spin dependent.104

Going beyond the simplified-model picture entails the construction of an extended DS of parti-105

cles, based on concepts such as weak-scale supersymmetry (SUSY) [26], extra dimensions [27],106

or extended scalar sectors [28]. An alternative approach is to hypothesize that these new par-107

ticles are neutral under all the SM charges: electric, weak, and color. This new DS can have108

rich dynamics with previously unexplored signatures [29] that are now the target of dedicated109

searches by the CMS Collaboration. In this Report, we review CMS DS searches, using the110

Run 2 pp and HI collision data sets collected by the CMS detector from 2016–2018, or, in some111

cases, using data sets from Run 1 or Run 3, collected in 2010–2012 and 2022, respectively.112

The relationship between theoretical models and observable final states is complex and non-113

trivial. We consider both perspectives to organize this Report on the overall collider effort to114

search for DM, as presented in this Report and depicted in Fig. 1. We begin by presenting the115

theoretical framework of the DM models used for CMS DM analyses in Section 2. Subsequently,116

we discuss the experimental apparatus and the event reconstruction in Section 3 and the ex-117

perimental challenges that are common in these searches in Section 4. The data and simulation118

used are described in Section 5, and the final-state signatures probed by each CMS DM anal-119

ysis are detailed in Section 6. Finally, we present the results and their reinterpretations in the120

context of the theoretical framework in Section 7, and we summarize this Report in Section 8.121

2 Theoretical framework122

There are numerous proposed models accessible in high-energy collisions that include new123

particles satisfying the cosmological and astrophysical constraints for a DM candidate. Dark124

matter searches at the LHC, therefore, are characterized by final states that include a DM parti-125

cle or are otherwise consistent with a BSM scenario that can produce DM candidates.126

In addition to the DM particle, every model includes an additional sector, called a “portal”,127

that couples SM particles to DM particles. In most DM models, this portal consists of a new128

mediator particle. However, the portal can also include a Z boson or Higgs boson (H) with cou-129

plings modified to include the possibility of DM decays. Direct DM signatures, in their simplest130

form, consist of the production of the mediator particle, which subsequently decays into DM.131

Final states from such processes feature the presence of pmiss
T because the DM particles interact132
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Figure 1: An outline of the paper organization in terms of theoretical models and observable
final states and how the two perspectives are related.

sufficiently weakly to be invisible in the detector. To be detectable, the DM particle must be133

accompanied by at least one visible object, such as a jet, lepton, photon, or the decay products134

of a heavy SM boson, such as the Higgs, W, or Z boson. These characteristic signatures are135

the mainstay of “mono-X” searches, where X denotes the visible, radiated object that recoils off136

the system that directly produces the DM. In this Report, the DM particle is generally assumed137

to be a Dirac fermion, unless otherwise stated; however, this does not preclude sensitivity to138

other DM spin states.139

Any mediator that is produced at colliders by the interaction of SM particles must also be able140

to decay back to those SM particles. Correspondingly, we can also search for the DM indirectly141

via fully visible resonances arising from the mediator production. This approach is only sen-142

sitive to the SM interactions of the mediator and therefore makes no additional assumptions143

about the portal. However, accessing different resonant mass ranges may require different144

search strategies at colliders, as discussed in subsequent sections.145

Different signatures appear when the DS dynamics are modified such that there may be more146

mediators, additional unstable particles, or new interactions. These extended DM models give147

rise to a number of signatures that can be probed at the LHC. Moreover, these added signatures148

enhance the sensitivity of the LHC to the DS with additional visible particles and energy in the149

final state, compared to mono-X searches.150

In this section, we present the scope of DS models probed with the CMS experiment. We clas-151

sify the models into two categories: models that consist of a single mediator particle and DM152

are denoted simplified DSs and are discussed in Section 2.1, and models with more complicated153

DS dynamics are denoted extended DSs and are discussed in Section 2.2. Figures 2 and 3 give154

an overview of the models probed in CMS searches, which are explained in the following.155

2.1 Simplified dark sectors156

Originally, the exploration of the DS proceeded using an effective field theory (EFT) approach,157

with a single parameter Λ [30–33]. This parameter defines either the coupling strength or the158

interaction scale, which cannot be disentangled. Therefore, bounds on the DM production159

cross section are presented in terms of Λ, using a prescribed fixed coupling, when compared to160

noncollider experimental results. However, the higher energies at the LHC allow for exploring161
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Figure 2: Map of the models probed in CMS searches for dark sectors.

more physical features that are not captured by EFT models because they are valid only for mo-162

mentum transfers much smaller than the scale of the interaction. Therefore, they have largely163

been superseded by two classes of DM models: simplified models and DS models, the latter164

of which is also known as “feebly interacting particle” (FIP) models [23, 25, 34–49]. Results165

interpreted with EFTs will not be discussed further in this Report.166

The simplified models were developed explicitly to compare LHC results with those from DD167

and ID searches, while the DS models were developed to facilitate comparisons with beam168

dump experiments targeting light DSs. These two classes largely overlap and methods exist to169

interpret results from one class for the other class.170

For both the simplified models and the DS models, there is a framework that connects the DS171

with the visible sector through a mediator. The existence of a mediator resolves the limitations172

of EFTs, which can yield unphysical distributions because of the lack of a mediator. The me-173

diator enables resonant production and a physical production mechanism but also adds com-174

plexity because several other parameters need to be scanned to produce interpretable results.175

Moreover, aspects such as renormalizability and ultraviolet completion are typically not taken176

into account. Despite these shortcomings, established and reliable schemes exist to present the177

results, and established models exist that aim to cover a variety of mediators and DM interac-178

tions.179

In this Section, we present both classes together, highlighting differences when needed [17, 50].180

To ensure broad coverage, four separate categories of portals are commonly utilized. These181

models are classified by the spin and the properties of the portal:182

• Spin-1 portal: This category of models (Section 2.1.1) has a spin-1 mediator that183

couples to the SM with couplings that are uniform across flavors but deviates by184
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particle type (leptons and quarks can have different couplings). With simplified185

models, a minimal model with only quark couplings is taken as the baseline, and186

both a pure vector and pure axial-vector coupling are allowed. In FIP models, the187

spin-1 mediator is assumed to mix with the Z boson, yielding a dark-photon model.188

• Spin-0 portal: This category of models (Section 2.1.2) has a scalar or pseudoscalar189

particle as the mediator. The simplified model assumes the scalar particle does not190

mix with the Higgs boson. In the FIP models, the scalar portal mediator mixes with191

the Higgs boson and is often referred to as the dark-Higgs or the Higgs portal media-192

tor (HD). The FIP version of the mediator of the axion (a) portal is often referred to as193

an axion-like particle (ALP), which can be equated with the pseudoscalar mediator194

in the simplified model.195

• Neutrino portal: This category of models (Section 2.1.3) includes a heavy neutral196

lepton (HNL), which often takes the form of a right-handed neutrino. Only one197

common model exists for this portal.198

• Fermion portal: This category of models (Section 2.1.4) includes a scalar mediator199

Φ with a Yukawa coupling between DM and SM fermions, which allows t-channel200

interactions.201

In the following subsections, we present each model from the above list. Where required,202

we discuss the differences between the simplified and FIP versions of the models and how203

to reinterpret the bounds on these models. Figure 4 shows representative diagrams for each204

theoretical model addressed in this Report. Note that there are no diagrams for HNL models,205

as these models are the subject of their own Report [51].206

In order to provide constraints that are applicable to a wide range of scenarios, the analyses207

discussed in this Report are often interpreted using additional simplified models in which the208

branching fractions to exotic particles, long-lived particle (LLP) lifetimes, and final states are209

fixed independently of any theoretical or experimental constraints. This allows the results of210

these searches to be reinterpreted using both the models discussed below and complete DS211

models.212

2.1.1 Spin-1 portal213

This section discusses both commonly used spin-1 portal models, the Z′ portal and the dark214

photon. In addition to presenting both models, we discuss how results can be re-interpreted215

between the two. In both cases, the couplings are assumed to be uniform with respect to flavor.216

Despite that, flavor-specific spin-1 mediators do exist in the literature. These include models217

that motivate an explanation for the observed deviations in the anomalous magnetic moment218

of the muon [52]. These models are typically reinterpreted from the flavor symmetric bounds219

and are not extensively discussed further (more details can be found in Refs. [53–63]).220

2.1.1.1 Vector and axial-vector portal221

A vector mediator arises from a broken U(1) symmetry with couplings to both the SM and the222

DS. These couplings can be strictly vector or axial-vector in nature, and they are typically as-223

sumed to be universal for each type of matter particle. The interaction terms in the Lagrangian224

for a vector Z′ boson are given by:225

Lvector ⊃ −gDMZ′µχγµχ− gq ∑
q

Z′µqγµq − g` ∑
`

Z′µ`γµ`, (1)

where ` are the leptons; χ is the DM field; and gDM, gq , and g` are the couplings of the Z′ boson226
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Figure 6: Feynman diagrams for production channels involving the bifundamental mediator
Φ: pair production via gluon-gluon fusion (upper left), pair production via quark-antiquark
annihilation (upper right), single production in association with a DM particle χ (lower left),
and t-channel nonresonant DM production (lower right).

2.2 Extended dark sectors438

Many models with complex dynamics in the DS have been theorized. They potentially com-439

municate with the SM through any of the portals described above. Extended models of DM440

typically incorporate more than a single particle species in the DS, in contrast to, for example,441

minimal models that feature WIMPs. The additional states can give rise to enriched dynamics442

in the DS, with potential relevant experimental footprints in pp collision events. Specific cases443

motivating CMS searches are highlighted in the following sections.444

2.2.1 A 2HDM-type complete model: 2HDM+a445

Recently, a new class of ultraviolet-complete models has been developed with a focus on DM.446

One of those models is an extension of the existing two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) [116,447

117], which adds an additional spin-0 (pseudoscalar) mediator along with a DM particle can-448

didate. Thus, it is described as the 2HDM plus a pseudoscalar (2HDM+a). The Lagrangian of449

such a model is described in Ref. [118].450

The interaction between the DM candidates and the SM particles is achieved by incorporat-451

ing interaction terms between the 2HDM Higgs doublet fields (h1,2) and the newly introduced452

pseudoscalar mediator field (P). This interaction generates a mixing between the CP-odd pseu-453

doscalar mediator and the particles present in the 2HDM, which in turn allows for SM interac-454

tions. This yields a nondiagonal mass matrix, of which one mass eigenstate corresponds to the455

mediator (a), while the other eigenstates correspond to the CP-odd Higgs boson (A) and the456

other 2HDM fields (H, h, H±). The latter fields also acquire couplings of different kinds with457

the mediator via the trilinear and quartic couplings introduced in the scalar potential. We fol-458

low the convention that the heaviest neutral Higgs boson in a particular model is represented459

by H and other neutral scalar bosons, if any, are represented by h. The DM particle nature is460

characterized by the Dirac fermion field χ, which couples to the two CP-odd states and whose461
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respective coupling strengths are controlled by the mixing angle of the CP-odd sector. The462

Yukawa sector is taken to be the same as in the usual 2HDMs, where the structure is selected463

to avoid the appearance of flavor changing neutral currents. This often results in four possi-464

ble configurations in terms of scalar and fermions couplings, labeled as scenarios of type: I, II,465

III, and IV. For the purpose of this publication, we focus our attention on the type-II scenario,466

where there is a differentiated interaction between the scalars and fermions for up-type and467

down-type quarks [116].468

After electroweak symmetry breaking, the dynamics is determined by 14 parameters: v, mh ,469

mH , mA, mH± , ma , mDM, cos(β − α), tan β, sin θ, yDM, λ3, λP1
, λP2

. This number is typically470

reduced when the existing theoretical and experimental constraints are imposed on the model.471

The usual theoretical constraints resulting from the unitarity and perturbativity considerations472

apply. Among the experimental constraints are the measurements of the properties of the SM473

Higgs boson, and EW precision and flavor physics observables. A more detailed description of474

the list of the constraints restricting the parameter phase space is given in Ref. [119], where the475

following benchmark parameter choices are motivated, which will be used for most results in476

this Report:477

mH = mA = mH± , mDM = 10 GeV,

cos(β− α) = 0, tan β = 1, sin θ = 0.35,
λ3 = λP1

= λP2
= 3, yDM = 1.

(16)

Given the above-mentioned items and the natural complexity presented by the 2HDM+a478

framework, there exists very rich phenomenology in both the Higgs and dark sectors. A large479

number of signatures can be naturally produced in the 2HDM+a [119]. In the context of DM,480

the list includes resonant mono-X production, where ’X’ stands for a heavy SM particle (H, Z,481

or W boson) recoiling against DM particles, nonresonant production of SM particles accom-482

panied by DM such as the case of monojet and heavy-flavor quarks produced in association483

with DM, and many others. An example Feynman diagram is shown in the left panel of Fig. 7.484

Being a 2HDM-type, conventional signatures of heavy resonances decaying into SM particles485

can be copiously produced in the 2HDM+a context. Decays of the neutral scalar states to a486

pair of top quarks become important when their mass is above the tttt threshold, which can487

produce signatures containing either two or four top quarks if one considers the gluon-gluon488

fusion and the tt-associated production modes of the resonance, as shown in the middle panel489

of Fig. 7. Other cases such as A/a → τ+τ−, though still present, have reduced production490

rates in this model because of the heavy competition with the dark channel A/a → χχ. In that491

sense, signatures involving the decay of the SM-like Higgs boson (h) are more diversified in492

this model. For very low ma , the exotic decay h → aa is possible, which can involve invisible,493

semivisible, and visible final states; an example diagram is shown in the right panel of Fig. 7.494

A more comprehensive discussion of the various decay channels, covering not only the neutral495

scalar sector but also the charged resonances, is given in Ref. [118].496

2.2.2 Supersymmetry497

Many SUSY models predict a lightest supersymmetric particle that is a good candidate for498

DM [120–122]. These SUSY models include the minimal supersymmetric SM [123–126], gauge-499

mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [127, 128], R-parity violating (RPV) SUSY [129], and split500

SUSY [130]. In this Report, we will focus on just a few SUSY models, as described below.501

2.2.2.1 Hidden Abelian Higgs model (HAHM)502
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Figure 7: Feynman diagrams for 2HDM+a signatures. Left: a mono-Higgs signature, mediated
by the heavy pseudoscalar A. Center: tt resonant production, mediated by the heavy scalar H.
Similar processes involve H± particles, e.g. H± → tb. Right: exotic decay of the SM-like Higgs
boson h.

The hidden Abelian Higgs model (HAHM) is an extension of the SM based on the group503

G = SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)χ. The extra U(1)χ gauge group is added to the SM.504

The only coupling of this new gauge sector to the SM is through kinetic mixing with the hy-505

percharge gauge boson. An Abelian hidden sector is coupled to the SM, and the resulting new506

Higgs boson and the neutral gauge boson fields are allowed to mix with the corresponding SM507

fields [131]. In the HAHM model, the production of long-lived dark photons is via the Higgs508

portal, through the mixing of the SM and dark Higgs bosons (H–HD) via a parameter κ, with509

the subsequent decays via the vector portal [132].510

2.2.2.2 Dark supersymmetry511

Dark matter is naturally embedded in extensions of the SM motivated by solving the hierarchy512

problem, particularly with low-energy SUSY [133]. A hidden gauge symmetry U(1)D is broken513

near the GeV scale, giving rise to new dark vector bosons. A completely generic prediction514

is that those new bosons can be produced in cascade decays of the minimal supersymmetric515

SM superpartners. The lightest GeV-scale dark Higgs bosons and gauge bosons eventually516

decay back into light SM states, and dominantly into leptons. In this scenario, the next-to-517

lightest SUSY particle decays into the lightest SUSY particle in the DS, which escapes detection,518

plus a dark photon (A′) that decays into leptons with a sizeable branching fraction. The dark-519

photon decay can occur promptly or after traveling some distance producing a displaced vertex520

(DV). Regardless of the DVs, the lepton pairs will have a small mass O( GeV), and in typical521

decays, will come out with small angular separation. Thus, one can produce “lepton jets”,522

which are boosted groups of collimated leptons with small masses. The presence of lepton jets523

dramatically reduces backgrounds and probes direct EW production at higher masses.524

2.2.2.3 Stealth supersymmetry525

Supersymmetric models with R-parity conservation often include a neutralino as the lightest526

SUSY particle, which makes it a candidate for weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP)527

DM. Searches at the LHC have placed strong constraints on these models, which has prompted528

interest in scenarios that could have evaded detection. One example of such a new scenario is529

the extension of the usual minimal supersymmetric SM particle content with a dark “stealth”530

sector [134–136], containing in the minimal case a scalar singlet S and its fermionic superpartner531

the singlino S̃. There are multiple options for communication between the SM and the stealth532

sector, including the Higgs portal via mixing and a new vector-like SU(5) messenger.533

In these models, the portal between the stealth sector and the SUSY breaking sector is sup-534

pressed, such that SUSY is approximately conserved and the S and S̃ are nearly mass degener-535
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ate. These stealth sector particles are not stable. Once produced, the singlino decays into the536

singlet and a stable DM particle. The stable DM particle is often assumed to be a gravitino (G̃),537

but it could also be an axino. In both cases, the stable DM is typically assumed to be light in538

these models, of order 1 GeV. Depending on the size of the mass splitting and the involved539

couplings, the singlino can be long lived. If it is long lived on cosmological scales, it can be a540

viable DM candidate and results in co-decaying DM [137, 138], which is a mechanism for ther-541

mal DM freeze-out where degenerate particles in complex DSs and out-of-equilibrium decays542

can both decay to obtain the observed relic density. The singlet decay depends on the assumed543

portal between the stealth sector and the SM. In the case of the Higgs portal and singlet masses544

of order 100 GeV, the decay is predominantly to two bottom quarks, whereas in the case of the545

vector portal, the decay is predominantly to two gluons.546

At the LHC, the stealth sector particles are assumed to be produced in the decay of a SUSY547

particle, such as a squark. Between the many options for the production channel and possibil-548

ities for the interaction portal, the phenomenology of these models is varied. Importantly, the549

small assumed DM mass in combination with the small mass splitting between the singlet and550

singlino results in a common experimental signature with little to no pmiss
T . Searches for stealth551

SUSY are therefore highly complementary to traditional high-pmiss
T SUSY searches. Feynman552

diagrams for two stealth SUSY models are shown in Fig. 8, where depending on the portal,553

additional gluons (stealth SYY) or b quarks (stealth SHH) are produced in the final state.554
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Figure 8: Feynman diagrams for pair production of top squarks under the stealth SYY (left)
and stealth SHH (right) models. In these models, the signature is a pair of SM top quarks, with
additional jets originating from gluons (SYY) or b quarks (SHH).

2.2.3 Inelastic dark matter555

In inelastic dark matter (IDM) models [71, 139, 140], two DS states are predicted with near mass556

degeneracy. These states can be scalars or fermions, since this degeneracy can be induced in557

both cases via different mechanisms. For small mass splittings relative to the average mass,558

the elastic couplings between same-flavor states are suppressed compared to the inelastic ones,559

leading to the preferred simultaneous production of both states in pp collisions at the LHC.560

This production is mediated by one of the portal interactions, typically taken to be the dark-561

photon portal. These models can both evade increasingly stringent DM scattering constraints562

from DD experiments and predict the correct thermal-relic DM abundance as indicated by563

cosmological observations.564

Focusing on the scenario with fermionic DM, a Dirac fermion can be defined as the bispinor565

ψ = (η ξ). Assuming vector and axial-vector couplings to quarks, the interactions are de-566
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Figure 9: Feynman diagram of inelastic dark matter production and decay processes in pp
collisions, for fermionic DM states. The heavier DM state χ2 can be long-lived, and decays into
χ1 and to a muon pair via an off-shell dark photon A′.

scribed by [71]567

L ⊃ ψ γµ (g′V + g′Aγ5)ψ q γµ (gV + gAγ5) q. (17)

If we add also a small Majorana mass term ∆
2 (ηη + ξξ) to the Lagrangian, where ∆ is the small568

mass splitting between states, the fermion mass eigenstates become569

χ1 ≈
i√
2
(η − ξ) ,

χ2 ≈
1√
2
(η + ξ) .

(18)

The vector current ψ γµ ψ in this scenario has the form570

ψ γµ ψ ≈ i(χ1 σµ χ2 − χ2 σµ χ1) +
∆

2m
(χ2 σµ χ2 − χ1 σµ χ1). (19)

The elastic couplings in the second term are suppressed by a factor of ∆/m relative to the571

inelastic couplings in the first term and are negligible.572

The excited state χ2, once produced in tandem with the DM ground state χ1 via pp → A′ →573

χ2 χ1, eventually decays into a χ1 plus a pair of SM fermions by emission of an off-shell dark574

photon (χ2 → χ1 f f ). The model is efficiently parameterized by the mass splitting ∆, the lighter575

state mass m1 = mDM, and the interaction strength y = ε2αdark, where ε is the kinetic mixing576

between the dark photon and the SM hypercharge and αdark is the coupling strength of the577

DS gauge interaction, as defined in Section 2.2.4. The small mass splitting between the states578

leaves only a small kinematic phase space available for the decay, leading both to a small decay579

width (and hence a large lifetime) of the excited state and to the production of low-energy SM580

fermions at the end of the decay chain. Additionally, there is near collinearity between the SM581

fermion pair and between the SM fermions and the χ1 states. The displaced and low-energy SM582

fermion pair in the final state, combined with significant pmiss
T from the χ1, presents a unique583

and compelling experimental signature that can be searched for in pp collision events. Figure 9584

shows a diagram for the displaced µ+µ− + pmiss
T signature.585

2.2.4 Hidden valleys586

Nonminimal DSs may include multiple new particles and potentially new interactions that are587

decoupled from the SM. This kind of model is often referred to as a “hidden valley” (HV) [141]588

because the DS may contain rich dynamics and phenomenology at relatively low energy scales589
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while nevertheless being accessible via collider production only at high energy scales corre-590

sponding to the mass of the mediator particle. Generally, in HV models, the SM is supple-591

mented by a non-Abelian DS SU(Ndark
c ) with Ndark

c dark colors, gauge coupling αdark, and592

massless dark gluons as the carriers of the new force. All SM particles are neutral under593

SU(Ndark
c ), but there are new light particles that are charged under SU(Ndark

c ) and neutral594

under the SM gauge groups. The basic particle content in the hidden sector comprises Ndark
f595

flavors of dark quarks (qdark) charged under SU(Ndark
c ) with masses mqdark

.596

Higher-dimensional operators, induced by a high-mass Z′ boson or a loop of heavy particles597

carrying both SM and hidden-sector charges, allow interactions between SM fields and the598

new light particles of the hidden sector. In a simple HV scenario, adding a broken U′(1) gauge599

group introduces a heavy vector portal mediating between the two sectors. In such a scenario,600

the kinetic mixing between the hidden sector group U′(1) and the SM group U(1)Y cannot be601

forbidden, implying the possible existence of an HV dark photon that may communicate with602

the SM via kinetic mixing. This class of models is sometimes called “dark QCD” in analogy603

with the SM QCD, though not all such models evince QCD-like behavior.604

The confinement of this Yang–Mills theory at a scale Λdark is guaranteed only for Ndark
f <605

3Ndark
c [142]. Confinement and hadronization in the DS result in a spray of composite hidden-606

sector states, dark hadrons. This process is called a dark shower and produces dark jets. A607

key feature of dark shower signatures is the evolution of energy within the DS that follows the608

initial production at the hard process energy scale Qdark. In QCD, the momentum flow from the609

hard scattering energy scale Q to the confinement scale is dominated by the soft and collinear610

singularities and can be described using perturbation theory (parton shower). This feature611

holds generally for theories that, like QCD, have small ’t Hooft couplings λ = α2
darkNdark

c .612

In these theories, the ’t Hooft coupling can become large, but only in a limited energy range613

near the confinement scale. The small ’t Hooft coupling regime defines a QCD-like parton614

evolution, where well-established parton shower algorithms allow for good modeling of the615

partonic component of the hidden-sector evolution [143].616
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Figure 10: A qualitative depiction of the phenomenological behavior of dark QCD models
depending on the fraction of invisible particles within a jet rinv and the proper decay length of
dark hadrons cτdark. The rinv parameter is defined in Section 2.2.4.1.

The dark mesons produced in the dark shower may or may not be degenerate with mass(es)617

mdark and proper decay length(s) cτdark, while dark baryons are typically neglected, as their618

masses scale with Ndark
c and therefore their production is suppressed [144]. Alternatively, if619
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Ndark
f = 0 or mqdark

> Λdark, dark glueballs form [145], along with quirks [146] in the lat-620

ter case. Numerous phenomenological signatures are possible, depending on the values of621

these parameters that define the dark QCD model. Two major categories in the case of a small622

’t Hooft coupling are semivisible jets (SVJs) and emerging jets (EJs), described in Sections 2.2.4.1623

and 2.2.4.2, respectively. The relationships between these two signatures are shown in Fig. 10624

in terms of the novel parameters of the models, which are explained in the following sections.625

Here, we discuss the particular models used to motivate and design CMS searches. Compar-626

isons of these and other models, along with other details, are detailed in Ref. [142]. Alterna-627

tively, a large ’t Hooft coupling produces soft unclustered energy patterns (SUEPs), discussed628

in Section 2.2.4.3. Figure 11 shows examples of final states including each of the three phe-629

nomena. It is generically expected that signals of composite DM are highly suppressed at DD630

experiments [115], complementing other models where DD may have more sensitivity than631

collider production.632
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Figure 11: Illustrative Feynman diagrams showing example production modes for different
hidden valley phenomena: semivisible jets (left), emerging jets (center), and soft unclustered
energy patterns (right). Dotted lines indicate invisible particles.

2.2.4.1 Semivisible jets633

References [115, 147] introduce a simple strongly coupled DS with Ndark
c = 2 and Ndark

f = 2,634

connected to the SM via a Z′ mediator. This scheme produces both stable and unstable dark635

hadrons in varying proportions. Dark-hadron stability depends on the conservation of acci-636

dental symmetries in the DS. If the dark baryon number is conserved, then dark baryons can-637

not decay into SM particles. Similarly, if dark isospin is conserved, then dark vector mesons638

and pseudoscalars carrying nonzero dark isospin cannot decay. Therefore, combinations of639

different flavors of dark quarks are stable. The multiplicity of such states is proportional to640

Ndark
f (Ndark

f − 1); however, the production of these stable hadrons may be suppressed by a641

mass splitting between the dark quark flavors, if ∆m2
qdark

> Λ2
dark. This behavior is captured642

in an effective parameter called the invisible fraction, defined as rinv = 〈Nstable/(Nstable +643

Nunstable)〉, with allowed values ranging from 0 to 1. This parameter incorporates incalcula-644

ble hadronic uncertainties from nonperturbative dynamics in the hidden sector. When rinv645

assumes values different from 0 or 1, the result is a collimated mixture of visible and invisible646

particles, here referred to as a semivisible jet.647

Both vector dark mesons ρdark and pseudoscalar dark mesons πdark may form, with the for-648

mer expected to occur with 75% probability, if the masses for the dark mesons are degenerate.649

These dark mesons are assumed to have similar mass scales, parameterized as a single value650

mdark, and we set the constituent dark quark mass mqdark
= mdark/2. The unstable ρdark mesons651

decay democratically to any pair of SM quarks satisfying mdark ≥ 2mq . The unstable πdark652

mesons decay via a mass insertion, in analogy with SM pion decay, preferring the most mas-653

sive species of SM quarks satisfying the above relationship. All decays of unstable dark mesons654

are assumed to be prompt, in accordance with theoretical predictions for this class of mod-655

els [147]. The stable dark mesons traverse the detector invisibly and represent DM candidates.656
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The impact of the dark-coupling scale Λdark depends on mdark, so its value is set by the formula657

Λdark = 3.2(mdark)
0.8, which is empirically found to maximize the number of dark hadrons658

produced in a typical dark shower [148]. The running coupling of the dark force can then be659

calculated as αdark(Λdark) = π/ (b0 log (Qdark/Λdark)), with b0 = (11Ndark
c − 2Ndark

f )/6 and660

Qdark = 1 TeV. The mediator in this model is a leptophobic Z′ boson with universal couplings661

to SM quarks gq and to dark quarks gqdark
, as described in Section 2.1.1.1). To account for the662

multiple flavors and colors in the DS, we set gqdark
= 1.0/

√
Ndark

c Ndark
f = 0.5. This produces a663

branching fraction to DM of 47% and a width of 5.6%, consistent with the LHC DM Working664

Group benchmark gDM = 1.0 for minimal DM models [25].665

2.2.4.2 Emerging jets666

In some strongly coupled DS models, parton showering and fragmentation in the DS create667

dark mesons on a shorter time scale than that of the dark-meson decay into SM particles. There-668

fore, these dark mesons travel long distances before decaying into SM particles. This behavior669

leads to the signature of an emerging jet, a wide jet encompassing the multiple smaller dis-670

placed jets formed by the dark-meson decays. We consider models with Ndark
c = 3, such that671

the stable dark hadrons are dark baryons.672

References [149, 150] introduce a strongly coupled DS with Ndark
f = 7 fermionic dark quarks.673

The dark quarks are produced via the decay of a complex scalar mediator Φ (Section 2.1.4),674

which is charged under both QCD and dark QCD. When produced resonantly, the mediator675

decays into a dark quark and SM quark: Φ → qdarkq. This model assumes all dark quarks676

are degenerate and coupled through the mediator to SM down-type quarks, and is therefore677

described as “unflavored”. The undetermined model parameters that influence the kinematic678

behavior include the mediator and dark meson masses and the dark meson lifetimes. The679

proper decay length can be computed as:680

cτdark = 80 mm
(

1
κ4

)(
2 GeV
fπdark

)2(
100 MeV

md

)2 (
2 GeV
mdark

)( mΦ

1 TeV

)4
, (20)

where κ is the Yukawa coupling between Φ, qdark, and the SM down quark; fπdark
is the dark681

pion decay constant; and md is the mass of the SM down quark.682

A related model with Ndark
f = 3 [151], includes a coupling matrix καi for the mediator Φ, where683

α is the dark quark flavor and i is the SM quark flavor. In particular, the “flavor-aligned”684

version of this model is considered, where the matrix is given by καi = κ0δαi, such that each685

flavor of dark quark couples to a single flavor of down-type SM quarks. Decays into the most686

massive allowed SM particles are preferred, leading to b quark enriched final states when the687

dark mesons are sufficiently massive. In this model, the proper decay length for a dark meson688

composed of dark quarks of flavors α and β is:689

cτ
αβ
dark =

8πm4
Φ

Ncmdark f 2
πdark
|καiκ

∗
βj|2

(
m2

i + m2
j

)√(
1− (mi+mj)

2

m2
dark

) (
1− (mi−mj)

2

m2
dark

) . (21)

These models may also be characterized by the maximum proper decay length of any dark690

meson species, denoted cτmax
dark.691

Reference [143] introduces a set of models with similar phenomenological behavior: the for-692

mation of long-lived dark hadrons that eventually decay into SM particles. These models fix693

Ndark
c = 3 and Ndark

f = 1, resulting in a spectrum with a spin-0 dark meson ηdark and a spin-1694
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dark meson ωdark. Two benchmark scenarios for the dark hadron masses and dark-QCD scale695

are considered: Λdark = mωdark
= mηdark

and Λdark = mωdark
= 2.5mηdark

. In the first scenario,696

the ωdark is typically stable and formed during hadronization with 75% probability (as in Sec-697

tion 2.2.4.1), while in the second scenario, the decay ωdark → ηdarkηdark occurs and ωdark forms698

with 32% probability. Typically, the ηdark is unstable and decays into SM particles, though there699

are some exceptions. The SM Higgs boson portal described in Section 2.1.2.3 is employed, pro-700

ducing a pair of dark quarks. However, after dark hadrons are formed, their decays into SM701

particles may proceed through different portals, leading to distinct phenomenology:702

• gluon portal, with the decay ηdark → gg producing hadron-rich showers;703

• photon portal, with the decay ηdark → γγ producing photon showers;704

• vector portal (Section 2.1.1), in particular a heavy kinetically-mixed dark photon that705

allows both leptonic and hadronic decays of the vector ωdark while the ηdark is stable,706

producing SVJs with a default rinv = 0.25 (Section 2.2.4.1);707

• Higgs boson portal, with preferred decays ηdark → bb, ηdark → cc, and ηdark →708

τ+τ− producing heavy flavor rich showers; and709

• dark-photon portal (Section 2.1.1.2), less massive than the vector portal to allow710

the decay ηdark → A′A′, with the A′ decaying into quarks and leptons, producing711

lepton-rich showers.712

The minimum lifetime of the unstable dark-hadron species depends on which decay portal is713

used. The dark-photon portal leads to a short minimum lifetime; the photon and vector portals714

lead to intermediate minimum lifetimes; and the gluon and Higgs boson portals lead to very715

long minimum lifetimes. One or more collimated decays of these particles may be observed in716

the tracker, calorimeter, and/or muon system of the detector, depending on the lifetime of the717

dark hadron.718

2.2.4.3 Soft unclustered energy patterns719

Dark showers produced in HV models do not necessarily result in collimated jets similar to720

SM QCD. In particular, SUEPs comprising a large multiplicity of spherically distributed low-721

momentum charged particles are also possible signatures of HV models. The underlying722

physics that produces such events can be varied; here, we consider quasi-conformal mod-723

els in which the dark QCD force has a large ’t Hooft coupling λ � 1 above its confinement724

scale [152]. When new particles shower with efficient branching over a wider energy range725

than in SM QCD, the initial parton momenta are not preserved, resulting in soft and isotropic726

emissions. In this case, the production of dark mesons proceeds similarly to hadron production727

in high-temperature QCD.728

We focus on a benchmark model with a heavy scalar mediator S connecting the SM and DS, pro-729

duced via gluon fusion. We assume the dark quark masses mqdark
are less than the confinement730

scale Λdark, and also that Λdark �
√

s. Therefore, the dark quarks undergo a quasi-conformal731

showering, forming dark pseudoscalar mesons πdark. The dark-meson transverse momentum732

(pT) spectrum follows a Boltzmann distribution that depends on the dark-meson mass mdark733

and a temperature Tdark ≈ Λdark. The pseudoscalar mesons decay into a pair of dark pho-734

tons A′. The dark photon kinetically mixes with the SM photon and decays promptly to SM735

particles including electrons, muons, and pions, with branching fractions (B) that depend on736

its mass. Three benchmark mA′ values are considered, each with corresponding branching737

fractions: mA′ = 0.5 GeV (A′ → e+e−, µ+µ−, π+π− with B = 40, 40, 20%), mA′ = 0.7 GeV738

(A′ → e+e−, µ+µ−, π+π− with B = 15, 15, 70%), and mA′ = 1.0 GeV (A′ → π+π− with739
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B = 100%).740

2.2.4.4 Neutral naturalness741

Neutral naturalness models are motivated as a way to address the EW hierarchy problem [153].742

Such scenarios include a discrete symmetry that relates SM fields to colorless counterparts.743

Realizations of this include the twin Higgs [154], folded SUSY [155] and quirky little Higgs [156]744

models. In each case, the partner particles escape LHC constraints because they are neutral745

under SM color charge. To address the hierarchy problem, the hidden sector must include a746

QCD-like gauge group with a confinement scale that is close to that of the SM. There must747

also be at least one more additional Higgs boson that mixes with the SM Higgs doublet and748

couples to particles in the hidden sector [153]. This leads to exotic decays of the Higgs boson749

to hidden sector particles as well as the potential production of additional Higgs bosons that750

decay to hidden sector particles. The lightest hidden sector particles are either effectively stable,751

creating pmiss
T , or undergo displaced decays to SM particles.752

3 The CMS detector and event reconstruction753

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diam-754

eter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and755

strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scin-756

tillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. The757

ECAL barrel (endcap) covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.479 (1.479 < |η| < 3.0), while758

the HCAL barrel (endcap) covers the |η| < 1.3 (1.3 < |η| < 3.0) range. Forward calorime-759

ters extend the pseudorapidity coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. Muons760

are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the761

solenoid. The muon system is composed of three types of chambers: drift tubes (DTs) in the762

barrel (|η| < 1.2), cathode strip chambers (CSCs) in the endcaps (0.9 < |η| < 2.4), and resistive-763

plate chambers (RPCs) in both the barrel and the endcaps. A more detailed description of the764

CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kine-765

matic variables, can be found in Ref. [157].766

Events of interest are selected using a two-tiered trigger system. The first level (“level-1”), com-767

posed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon detec-768

tors to select events at a rate of around 100 kHz within a fixed latency of about 4 µs [158]. The769

second level, known as the high-level trigger (HLT), consists of a farm of processors running a770

version of the full event reconstruction software optimized for fast processing, and reduces the771

event rate to around 1 kHz before data storage [159].772

The primary vertex (PV) is taken to be the vertex corresponding to the hardest scattering in the773

event, evaluated using tracking information alone, as described in Section 9.4.1 of Ref. [160].774

The silicon tracker used in 2016 measured charged particles within the range |η| < 2.5. For775

nonisolated particles of 1 < pT < 10 GeV and |η| < 1.4, the track resolutions were typically776

1.5% in pT and 25–90 (45–150) µm in the transverse (longitudinal) impact parameter [161]. At777

the start of 2017, a new pixel detector was installed [162]; the upgraded tracker measured parti-778

cles up to |η| < 3.0 with typical resolutions of 1.5% in pT and 20–75 µm in the transverse impact779

parameter [163] for nonisolated particles of 1 < pT < 10 GeV.780

The particle-flow (PF) algorithm [164] aims to reconstruct and identify each individual particle781

in an event, with an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the782

CMS detector. The energy of photons is obtained from the ECAL measurement. The energy783
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of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at the primary in-784

teraction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the corresponding ECAL cluster,785

and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons spatially compatible with originating from786

the electron track. The energy of muons is obtained from the curvature of the corresponding787

track. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combination of their momentum788

measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for789

the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers. Finally, the energy of neutral790

hadrons is obtained from the corresponding corrected ECAL and HCAL energies.791

For each event, hadronic jets are clustered from these reconstructed particles using the infrared-792

and collinear-safe anti-kT algorithm [165, 166] with a distance parameter of 0.4 (AK4 jets) or 0.8793

(AK8 jets). Some analyses also use the Cambridge–Aachen algorithm [167] with a distance794

parameter of 1.5 (CA15 jets). Jet momentum is determined as the vectorial sum of all particle795

momenta in the jet, and is found from simulation to be, on average, within 5–10% of the true796

momentum over the entire pT spectrum and detector acceptance. Additional pp interactions797

within the same or nearby bunch crossings, known as pileup (PU), can contribute additional798

tracks and calorimetric energy depositions, increasing the apparent jet momentum. To miti-799

gate this effect, tracks identified to be originating from PU vertices are discarded and an offset800

correction is applied to correct for remaining contributions [168]. Jet energy corrections are de-801

rived from simulation studies so that the average measured energy of jets becomes identical to802

that of particle-level jets. In situ measurements of the momentum balance in dijet, γ+jet, Z+jet,803

and multijet events are used to determine any residual differences between the jet energy scale804

in data and in simulation, and appropriate corrections are made [169]. Additional selection805

criteria are applied to each jet to remove jets potentially dominated by instrumental effects or806

reconstruction failures [168]. The missing transverse momentum vector ~p miss
T is computed as807

the negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of all the PF candidates in an event, and808

its magnitude is denoted as pmiss
T [170]. The ~p miss

T is modified to account for corrections to the809

energy scale of the reconstructed jets in the event.810

If a resonance is much heavier than its decay products, the decay products are highly Lorentz811

boosted. This results in very collimated sprays of particles from those decay products, where812

hadronic decays cannot be reconstructed into individual small-radius jets, but are merged into813

one large-radius jet. In order to remove soft and wide-angle radiation in these jets, jet substruc-814

ture [171] or jet grooming techniques such as trimming [172] and soft drop [173] are applied.815

Jet trimming is a method that removes sources of contamination by exploiting the difference816

in scale between the hard emissions of final state radiation and the relatively soft emissions817

from initial-state radiation (ISR). This algorithm begins with seed jets that are reclustered using818

the anti-kT algorithm and then trimmed according to the subjet pT. The soft-drop algorithm819

removes soft and wide-angle radiation from the jet by reclustering the large-radius jet with820

the Cambridge–Aachen algorithm and testing if min(pT,i, pT,j) > zcut pT,i+j(∆Rij/R)β in each821

declustering step. The standard parameters used in the CMS experiment are zcut = 0.1 and822

β = 0. The hardest branch is followed until the soft-drop requirement is fulfilled, where the823

procedure stops. As a consequence, at most two soft-drop subjets are defined by this proce-824

dure. The mass is calculated as the invariant mass of the two subjets and is called the soft-drop825

mass mSD.826

4 Common experimental challenges827

Searches for DS physics face common experimental challenges that are applicable to many sig-828

nature types. To address these challenges, various methods are employed, shared, and continu-829
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ally improved across different analyses. In addition, new methods are developed to specifically830

address the distinctive features of DS signatures.831

The design, deployment, monitoring, and characterization of trigger algorithms are funda-832

mental components of all CMS analyses. Certain DS signatures introduce unique features that833

necessitate extensions to the standard trigger and data acquisition paradigm. This new data-834

taking paradigm is discussed in Section 4.1.835

The reconstruction of pmiss
T , a key parameter in many DS searches, poses a significant challenge836

in the high-PU environment of the LHC. CMS has made concerted efforts to characterize the de-837

tector response and resolution to optimize the measurement of pmiss
T , as detailed in Sections 4.2838

and 4.3. Additional variables that represent aspects of the event global activity are also defined839

and used throughout the analyses. The total hadronic transverse momentum HT is defined as840

the scalar pT sum of all jets that meet certain selection criteria. While the details of the selection841

may vary among different analyses, a common definition is to use all jets with pT > 30 GeV842

and |η| < 3.0. The missing hadronic transverse momentum (missing HT, Hmiss
T ) is similarly843

defined as the magnitude of the vector ~pT sum of all jets. In the same vein, the hadronic recoil844

~u is defined as the vector ~pT sum of all PF candidates except for those identified with the decay845

products of an EW boson. It is often used as an ancillary variable to monitor the behavior of846

the pmiss
T .847

In the context of DS searches, the reconstruction and identification of LLPs depend on their848

intrinsic properties, such as mass, charge, and lifetime [121, 174]. Various approaches to tackle849

this challenge are discussed in Section 4.4. Additionally, the particle reconstruction using the850

CMS-TOTEM precision proton spectrometer (PPS) is discussed in Section 4.5, and analyses of851

heavy ion collisions are discussed in Section 4.6.852

Finally, searches for new physics must often employ methods based on control regions (CRs)853

in data to estimate background contributions, and DS analyses are no exception. Standard854

methods shared among many of the search efforts are discussed in Section 4.7.855

4.1 Triggers, data scouting, and skims856

Models featuring DS physics predict a wide variety of final states in pp collisions. Many trig-857

gers (as discussed in Section 4.1.1) are correspondingly developed to target these experimental858

signatures, which include pmiss
T arising from stable particles that do not interact with the de-859

tector, leptons produced at the pp interaction point (prompt) or away from it (displaced), and860

standard or unconventional jet signatures created via enriched DS dynamics. While CMS suc-861

cessfully targets a range of these models, challenges arise in obtaining sensitivity to theories862

with exotic topologies, particularly those featuring new low-mass states in the DS. These states863

are generally difficult to probe because of trigger limitations. Decays of such low-mass DS864

states into SM particles lead to final-state particles that have either very low momentum (soft865

particles) or are very collinear, depending on the Lorentz boost in the laboratory frame. Both866

situations present triggering challenges. If these DS states are instead stable within the detec-867

tor volume, they induce a soft pmiss
T spectrum that is also difficult to use for triggering unless868

combined with energetic ISR jets, leading to loss of signal acceptance.869

Several techniques are employed in CMS to address these challenges and improve sensitivity to870

DS models with exotic signatures. Here we discuss the use of data scouting (Section 4.1.2) and871

skims (Section 4.1.3) to expand the range of low-mass DS particles that can be probed in CMS,872

after describing the relevant standard triggers available in CMS during the Run 2 data-taking873

period.874
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4.1.1 Standard triggers875

Event selection in CMS starts with a two-tiered trigger system, as discussed in Section 3. Stan-876

dard triggers save the acquired data in a raw format that represents the complete information877

of the detector readout electronics. The advantage of saving the data in this format is that they878

can be reconstructed multiple times, profiting from more accurate calibrations that usually only879

become available later in the running period. The trade-off is the large size of the data volume,880

of order 1 MB/event. Thus the trigger system must balance the selection efficiency for signal881

events with the background rejection rate, which is correlated with the trigger output band-882

width. Since the HLT runs an optimized version of the full reconstruction software, a number883

of dedicated reconstruction techniques described later in this section are also implemented in884

the HLT.885

The cleanest signatures for triggering are those with prompt electrons or muons in the final886

state. Analyses targeting these signatures usually employ general-purpose lepton triggers. For887

example, in 2018, the isolated single-electron trigger required pT > 32 GeV, and the dielectron888

trigger required pT > 25 GeV for both electrons. Likewise, the general-purpose isolated single-889

muon trigger required pT > 24 GeV, and the isolated dimuon trigger required pT > 17 (8)GeV890

for the largest (second-largest) pT muon. These algorithms are less effective for displaced lep-891

tons, for which dedicated triggers were developed. For signatures with tau leptons and b-892

tagged jets, the most common strategy is to use the standard reconstruction and identification893

techniques for the tau lepton or b jet itself and then design a dedicated trigger algorithm focus-894

ing on the final state as a whole.895

The more challenging signatures are those with only photons or hadronic jets in the final state.896

Stringent kinematic thresholds are applied to the trigger algorithms to keep the rates within897

the allocated bandwidth. Dedicated triggers featuring special reconstruction algorithms for898

displaced or delayed objects are again deployed.899

Finally, an all-purpose pmiss
T trigger is available to select events where a particle such as a DM900

candidate produced in the collision escapes the CMS detector and leaves no signal. This signa-901

ture is extremely sensitive to experimental conditions such as detector calibrations and PU. The902

trigger requirement relies on an online calculation of pmiss
T that is based on all PF candidates903

reconstructed at the HLT except for muons. It is usually combined with an Hmiss
T requirement,904

where jets are subjected to stringent identification requirements. The kinematic thresholds for905

these algorithms are pmiss
T and Hmiss

T > 110 (120) GeV in 2016–2017 (2018) data. Unavoidable906

discrepancies exist between the online (trigger level) and offline reconstruction of pmiss
T , because907

the latter benefits from additional subdetector information and improved calibrations. The ef-908

fect of those discrepancies is shown in the efficiency curve in Fig. 12. These online thresholds909

reach∼95% efficiency for offline thresholds above 250 GeV. Table 1 displays a subset of the trig-910

ger algorithms deployed in CMS during 2018 that select events based on the presence of one911

or two physics objects. The complete CMS HLT event selection comprises ∼ O(700) trigger912

algorithms, including those for alignment/calibration, monitoring, and backup.913

4.1.2 Data scouting914

The fundamental rate limitation in CMS is the total amount of data that can be transferred to915

storage at once, not the number of events that can be stored. A powerful technique to increase916

the event rate involves decreasing the information stored per event, thereby releasing some of917

the data bandwidth to store more events. This technique is termed “data scouting” in CMS and918

has been deployed since Run 1. Data scouting and “data parking,” which is another technique919

to save more data, are the subject of their own Report [176]. Here, we give a brief overview of920
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Figure 12: The event selection efficiency for requiring HLT thresholds of 120 GeV in both pmiss
T

and Hmiss
T as a function of the offline corrected pmiss

T , which takes into account jet energy scale
corrections.

Table 1: Summary of pT (or ET) requirements (in GeV) of a subset of the HLT algorithms de-
ployed in CMS during 2018, for trigger paths based on one or two physics objects. One pT
threshold value is given for the single-object triggers, and two pT threshold values are given
for the di-object triggers. Triggers with isolated leptons are labeled “iso.”, and have generally
lower kinematical thresholds than the corresponding algorithms that do not impose isolation
requirements on leptons. The “1-prong” note for the tau lepton trigger refers to a selection tar-
geting the τ decay into a single charged particle + neutrals. The “barrel” note for the photon
trigger refers to a photon reconstructed solely within the barrel section of the ECAL. The “AK4”
and “AK8” notes refer to jets reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm and a distance param-
eter of 0.4 and 0.8, respectively [165]; the mass threshold is applied to mtrim, the trimmed jet
mass [172]. The “b tags” note refers to the number of jets that are b-tagged with the DEEPCSV
algorithm [175].

Single-object triggers
e µ τ (iso.) γ Jet pmiss

T HT

32 (iso.) 24 (iso.) 180 110 (iso., barrel) 500 (AK4) 120 1050
115 50 200 400, mtrim > 30 (AK8) 330 + 4 jets, 3 b tags

Di-object triggers
e µ τ (iso.) γ Jet pmiss

T HT

e 23, 12 (iso.)
25, 25

23, 12 (iso.)
27, 37

24 (iso.), 30 30 (iso.), 35
50, 165

28 (iso.), 150

µ 23, 12 (iso.)
27, 37

17, 8 (iso.), mµµ > 3.8
37, 27

20 (iso.), 27 17, 30

τ (iso.) 180 35, 35 50 (1-prong), 100

γ 30, 18 (iso.)
70, 70

pmiss
T 100, 500
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data scouting, as it is relevant for some DS searches.921

In Run 2, two scouting strategies are defined: one focusing on final states involving muons, and922

the other on hadronic final states. The “muon scouting” data set saves only muon information923

per event, apart from limited event-level information. This drastically reduces the event size924

from roughly 1 MB to about 4 (9) kB in 2017 (2018), enabling muon triggers with much lower925

momentum thresholds at the same instantaneous luminosity. The muon pair (dimuon) scout-926

ing trigger requires each muon to have pT > 3 GeV at the HLT, compared to the standard CMS927

dimuon trigger requirements of pT > 17 GeV for the first muon and pT > 8 GeV for the second;928

in both cases, muons are required to be isolated. The trigger rate goes up to about 6 kHz.929

Several analyses have exploited the muon scouting data set to enhance sensitivity to low-mass930

physics. Searches for prompt [177] and displaced [178] resonances decaying to muon pairs931

obtain some of the most stringent exclusion limits on dark photon production for few- GeV932

dark photon masses. Model-independent searches such as the one in Ref. [177] also employ933

muon scouting data to enable the investigation of additional DS models, such as the 2HDM+a934

framework.935

A second scouting strategy in Run 2 collects only jet-related information per event. This data936

set, termed “PF scouting”, enables a considerable reduction in the jet trigger HT thresholds,937

expanding the range of low-mass jet-related searches feasible in CMS. The PF scouting trigger938

sets a requirement of HT > 410 GeV at the software level, computed by considering jets with939

pT > 40 GeV, compared with the standard trigger requirement of HT > 1050 GeV. By storing940

only jet-related information in the event, the event size is reduced from 1 MB to about 15 kB,941

and the trigger rate is increased to about 2 kHz. For comparison, the rate of the data set that942

comprises all standard jet triggers is close to 400 Hz.943

The Run 2 jet scouting technique has been used to enhance the low-mass sensitivity to several944

dijet, trijet, and multijet analyses [179, 180]. For example, a search for dijet resonances [179]945

attained a dijet mass sensitivity as low as 350 GeV, compared to about 500 GeV when using the946

standard triggers. A more detailed description of DS analyses that feature scouting data sets947

can be found in Section 6.948

4.1.3 Skims949

Data skimming is a useful technique to improve the speed and robustness of analyses that950

are based on highly selective data sets or highly selective event content. The results of data951

skimming are very compact data sets here referred to as “skims”, which only contain a small952

subset of events and only the event content that are of interest to a particular analysis group.953

Skims provide a powerful and configurable way to select events for offline analysis that can954

significantly reduce the size of the data sets that must be processed.955

Skims can be configured for several purposes: to pick specific trigger paths to accept and spe-956

cific collections to save, and the level of detector reconstruction on which to operate. Additional957

selection requirements can also be imposed to further reduce the stored number of events. The958

combination of these criteria enables a data set to be distilled down to only the components959

(triggers and physics objects) that are relevant to an analysis or group of analyses.960

Several relevant skim configurations were employed in Run 2:961

• “No-BPTX” skim: Stores events collected without the beam pickup timing device962

(BPTX) firing, called the “No-BPTX” triggers. These triggers are active only when963

no proton bunches are colliding in the detector. The skim has been used to search964
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for stopped LLPs that come to rest inside the detector before decaying, as described965

in Section 6.3.2.4, and also for cosmic ray muon studies.966

• Displaced-jet skim: Selects events with a prescaled trigger requiring HT > 400 GeV967

to monitor the performance of HLT online tracking, which is crucial for triggers968

targeting displaced jet signatures in CMS, as described in Section 6.3.2.1.969

• High-pmiss
T skim: Selects events acquired with pmiss

T -based triggers by requiring them970

to have at least pmiss
T > 200 GeV. The full event information is saved for events pass-971

ing this requirement. This skim has been used by various analyses and for studies972

of the performance of the pmiss
T algorithm.973

Most of the skim configurations save information from the standard event content, enhanced974

by additional collections that are typically only available in the full event content, which is975

generally not stored on disk. Collections commonly saved to custom skims include the full976

set of calorimeter reconstructed hit information. In the standard event content, only a subset977

of those hits around interesting regions of the detector are made available. Access to the full978

hit collection is essential for several searches for DM, and skims make this possible with little979

additional configuration overhead.980

4.2 Pileup mitigation981

The CMS Collaboration has developed several widely used techniques for mitigating the im-982

pact of PU. One of these techniques, known as charged-hadron subtraction (CHS) [170], has983

served as the standard method for PU mitigation in jet reconstruction since the beginning of984

Run 2. The CHS algorithm operates by excluding charged particles associated with recon-985

structed vertices from PU collisions during the jet clustering process. To address the impact986

of neutral PU particles in jets, an event-by-event jet-area-based correction is applied to the jet987

four-momenta. Additionally, a technique for identifying PU-related jets (PU jet ID) is used to988

reject jets primarily composed of particles originating from PU interactions.989

However, all these techniques have limitations when it comes to effectively removing PU con-990

tributions from neutral particles. For instance, the jet-area-based correction acts on the entire991

jet and is incapable of entirely eliminating PU contributions from jet shape or jet substructure992

observables. To address this limitation, a new PU mitigation technique, known as PU-per-993

particle identification (PUPPI) [168, 181], has been introduced. This algorithm works at the994

particle level and builds upon the preexisting CHS algorithm. The PUPPI algorithm computes995

the probability that a neutral particle originates from PU, based on the distribution of charged996

PU particles in its vicinity, and adjusts the energy of the neutral particle based on its respective997

probability. As a result, objects formed from hadrons, such as jets, pmiss
T , and lepton isolation,998

demonstrate reduced dependency on PU when PUPPI is employed [170]. The improved per-999

formance of the resolution of the PUPPI hadronic recoil in Z → µµ processes with respect to1000

PU effects, represented by the number of reconstructed vertices Nvtx is shown in Fig. 13; the1001

hadronic recoil vector is divided into components parallel (u‖) and perpendicular (u⊥) to the1002

boson axis.1003

Searches for LLPs must often employ dedicated strategies for PU mitigation to avoid a signifi-1004

cant impact on the selection efficiency. These are discussed in Section 4.4.1005

4.3 Filters for spurious events1006

Spurious events can occur because of a variety of reconstruction failures, detector malfunc-1007

tions, or noncollision backgrounds and have anomalous high-pmiss
T measurements. Such events1008

are rejected by dedicated event filters that remove more than 85–90% of these spurious high-1009
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Figure 13: Upper panels: PUPPI and PF pmiss
T resolution of u‖ (left) and u⊥ (right) compo-

nents of the hadronic recoil as a function of Nvtx, in Z → µµ data. Lower panels: data-to-
simulation ratio. Systematic uncertainties are represented by the shaded band. Figure taken
from Ref. [170].

pmiss
T events with a mistagging rate of less than 0.1% [170]. These filters allow the removal of1010

events with “artificial pmiss
T ” arising from: interactions of machine-induced background parti-1011

cles moving along the beam direction, known as “beam halo”, with the hadronic calorimeter;1012

significant noise in the HCAL barrel and endcaps, detected by distinctive geometrical patterns1013

of the readout electronics and by the usage of pulse shape and timing information; spurious1014

signals in ECAL arising from sources such as anomalous large pulses in the endcap 5× 5 crys-1015

tal groups (supercrystals) and inoperative readout electronics; and high-pT particle tracking1016

failures leading to poorly measured PF muons and charged hadrons.1017

In the case that artificial pmiss
T is the dominant source of background, custom filters optimized1018

for a particular kinematic phase space may be needed [148]. For instance, when requiring1019

that the jet momentum aligns with pmiss
T , over 40% of the QCD multijet background originates1020

from events with artificial ~p miss
T caused by nonfunctional calorimeter cells. These events were1021

not consistently detected by the dedicated filters mentioned earlier and additional analysis1022

requirements were developed and employed.1023

4.4 Long-lived particle reconstruction1024

Particles with long lifetimes are an important possibility in the search for new phenomena, and1025

often appear in BSM scenarios, notably in models that describe the elementary particle nature1026

of DM. When produced at the LHC, LLPs have a distinct experimental signature: they can1027

decay far from the primary pp interaction vertex but within the detector, or even completely1028

pass through the detector before decaying. Some specific examples of LLP signatures include1029

displaced and delayed leptons, photons, and jets; disappearing tracks; and nonstandard tracks1030

produced by monopoles or heavy stable charged particles. Standard triggers, object recon-1031

struction, and background estimation are usually inadequate for LLP searches because they1032

are designed for promptly decaying particles, and custom techniques are often needed to ana-1033

lyze the data. Here we describe specific offline object reconstruction techniques that are used1034

to identify long-lived and displaced particles in CMS.1035
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4.4.1 Displaced tracking/vertexing1036

Displaced tracking and displaced vertexing are important handles to identify LLPs decaying1037

inside the inner tracking system of CMS. The track reconstruction starts from the hit recon-1038

struction, where the signal above specific thresholds in pixel and strip channels are clustered1039

into hits. The initial estimation of the hit position is determined by the charge and the position1040

of the cluster and is corrected for the Lorentz drift in the magnetic field. This initial estimation1041

of the hit position is utilized in the following steps of seed generation and track finding.1042

In the seed generation, the initial possible track candidates are formed, which serve as the1043

starting points for the propagation using the Kalman filter [182]. The CMS detector utilizes an1044

iterative tracking process [161], with each iteration starting from a specific group of seeds. The1045

seeds are formed using two, three, or four hits in the different layers of the pixel detector and1046

the strip detector. The earlier iterations utilize the hits in the pixel detector to target prompt1047

tracks, while the later iterations focus more on the tracks with larger displacements. After each1048

iteration, hits associated with reconstructed tracks are removed. In this way, the tracking at1049

CMS becomes efficient for reconstructing tracks with different displacements.1050

After the seeds belonging to a given iteration are formed, a combinatorial track finder based on1051

the Kalman filter is applied, where the track candidates produced by the seeds are extrapolated1052

to the next compatible layers using the Kalman filter. After the extrapolation reaches the final1053

layer, track fitting is achieved by updating the track parameters through the smoothing step1054

of the Kalman filter. The track candidates with too many missing hits or with pT below some1055

threshold specific to a given iteration are dropped. Since all the seeds are extrapolated at the1056

same time, there could be some tracks with significant overlaps. When two tracks share more1057

than 19% of the hits, the one with a smaller number of hits is removed; if both tracks have the1058

same number of hits, the one with a larger χ2 is discarded.1059

This iterative tracking approach described above is also available in the HLT system of CMS.1060

Although HLT tracking has a degraded performance compared to offline tracking and is usu-1061

ally limited to some specific regions of interest, such as regions around jets, it enables us to de-1062

velop and implement dedicated LLP triggers for displaced jets and displaced leptons, greatly1063

enlarging the coverage of the LLP searches at CMS [183].1064

Beyond the track reconstruction, displaced vertexing using the reconstructed tracks is also a1065

powerful tool to further discriminate exotic LLP signatures from SM background processes.1066

The “inclusive vertex finder”, which is the standard DV reconstruction algorithm at CMS [175],1067

is tuned for reconstructing decays of heavy-flavor hadrons arising from SM processes through1068

their secondary vertex (SV) and is not efficient in reconstructing exotic LLP decays. Therefore1069

dedicated DV reconstruction algorithms are used in exotic LLP searches, which significantly1070

improve the signal-to-background discrimination. Displaced vertices may also be referred to1071

as SVs, and the vector pointing from the PV to the point of closest approach of a DV track is1072

referred to as the impact parameter (IP) vector. Figure 14 illustrates these concepts.1073

In general, for vertex reconstruction tasks, it can be proven mathematically that the Kalman1074

filter provides the optimal performance assuming Gaussian noise and no outlier tracks, which1075

are the tracks that do not belong to the vertex but are used in the fitting. In reality, however,1076

the presence of outlier tracks is inevitable, owing to the dense tracking environment associated1077

with the pp collisions at CMS, especially when searching for DVs accompanied by hadronic de-1078

cays. Several approaches have been adopted in CMS LLP searches to address such challenges.1079

One approach to filtering outlier tracks in the DV reconstruction is to start with all possible1080

pairs of preselected tracks, which serve as the initial vertex candidates. The vertex candidates1081
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Figure 14: Illustration of the appearance of a secondary vertex (SV) from the decay of a long-
lived particle resulting in charged-particle tracks that are displaced with respect to the pri-
mary interaction vertex (PV), and hence can have large impact parameter (IP) values. In BSM
searches, LLPs have very long lifetimes compared to SM particles, leading to large displace-
ments of the secondary vertices. Figure adapted from Ref. [175].

are then iteratively merged when they share tracks and have a small distance significance be-1082

tween the two vertices. After each merging, the new vertex candidate is refitted using the1083

Kalman filter, and the vertex candidates with large χ2 per degree of freedom are dropped. In1084

this way, the input track candidates are automatically partitioned into different vertices dur-1085

ing the vertex reconstruction process, while minimizing potential contamination from outlier1086

tracks. This method is employed by several searches for DVs within the beam pipe [184, 185].1087

Another powerful technique to tackle the outlier-track contamination issue is the adaptive ver-1088

tex fitter (AVF) [186], which is used in the inclusive displaced-jets search [187]. The AVF is1089

a combination of the Kalman filter and the deterministic annealing algorithm, where, during1090

the fitting, each track is assigned a weight according to its distance significance with respect1091

to the vertex candidates and a given “temperature” T, which controls the shape of the weight1092

function:1093

wtracki
≡ exp(−χ2

i /2T)
exp(−χ2

i /2T) + exp(−χ2
c /2T)

, χ2
i = d2

i (xi, v)/σ2
i (22)

where χ2
c defines a threshold such that a track with larger χ2

i is more likely to be an outlier1094

than to have its position x associated with the vertex with position v. The Kalman filter is then1095

applied iteratively using the weighted track candidates. At each iteration, a specific value of1096

T is chosen, starting at 256, and decreasing iteration by iteration until it reaches 1. The values1097

of T are chosen such that the vertex reconstruction has good efficiency and resolution. In this1098

way, the outlier tracks with large χ2
i are downweighted after each iteration, which leads to a1099

vertex fitting that is robust against the contamination of outlier tracks.1100

Pileup mitigation is another important consideration that analysts must consider when vertex-1101

ing displaced objects. In the case of displaced-jet searches, it has become conventional to select1102

the vertex with the assistance of the αmax parameter [188], shown here for a particular vertex vi1103

and jet j:1104

αmax(vi, j) = max
vi

[
∑tracks∈vi

pT

∑tracks pj
T

]
. (23)
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The parameter αmax takes the maximum of the ratio of the summed track pT for all tracks1105

associated with a particular vertex vi to the total summed pT for all tracks associated with1106

the jet in consideration. Tracks are associated with the jet geometrically, e.g., by defining a1107

∆R requirement that is consistent with the type of jet used in the analysis. The tracks are1108

associated with a vertex based on their weight, calculated for a given vertex as in Eq. (22). The1109

individual values of α for a given vertex vi range from 0 to 1, where α ≈ 0 is most consistent1110

with displaced jets and α ≈ 1 is most consistent with prompt jets from the PV. The value of1111

α for PU jets is within the range of 0 to 1 for a given vertex. To avoid selecting these jets, one1112

takes the maximum of the alpha values for all vertices in the event.1113

4.4.2 Displaced-jet tagger1114

Jets displaced from the pp collision region, and arising from the decay of LLPs, are a key1115

experimental signature for many theoretical extensions to the SM [129, 130, 189–191].1116

In the displaced-jets search [187], a dedicated algorithm was deployed to reconstruct the DV1117

arising from LLP decays, using the displaced tracks associated with a dijet system. The prop-1118

erties of the associated tracks and DV can provide the discrimination power to distinguish LLP1119

signals from SM backgrounds. A displaced-jets tagger is built using these properties based on1120

a gradient-boosted decision tree (GBDT), with which the search provides world-leading sensi-1121

tivities to a large number of BSM scenarios containing hadronically decaying LLPs.1122

A deep neural network (DNN) has also been designed to identify displaced jets [192]. The DNN1123

architecture is inspired by the CMS DEEPJET algorithm [193, 194] that identifies jets originat-1124

ing from the hadronization of b quarks. The DNN provides a multiclass classification scheme1125

similar to the DEEPJET algorithm but it also accommodates the “LLP jet” class. The network is1126

trained using simulated events, which are typically drawn from the relevant parameter space of1127

simplified models. Given that the experimental signature for a displaced jet depends strongly1128

on the lifetime of the LLP, a parameterized approach [195] is adopted by using the lifetime pa-1129

rameter as an input to the DNN. This approach permits hypothesis testing over several orders1130

of magnitude of lifetimes using a single network. Another key design feature of the DNN is the1131

use of domain adaptation [196], along with the use of training examples taken from LHC data,1132

to ensure a similar classification performance in simulation and pp collision data. The perfor-1133

mance of the tagger is model- and lifetime-dependent, but it can typically provide a rejection1134

factor in excess of 10 000 for jets from SM processes while maintaining a large signal efficiency1135

(e.g., &10%) for LLPs with proper decay lengths in the millimeter range. Figure 15 shows the1136

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the DNN, for a number of SUSY models that1137

contain an LLP and for two choices of lifetimes, cτ0 = 1 mm and 1 m.1138

4.4.3 Delayed calorimetry1139

The time resolution of the CMS calorimeter cells is around 400 ps for the ECAL [197], and a few1140

ns for the HCAL [198]. (For Run 3, the HCAL timing resolution has been improved to around1141

1 ns.) This performance makes timing an excellent discriminant to identify energy deposits1142

from slow-moving particles that arrive out of time. As shown in Fig. 16, these deposits can be1143

delayed for two reasons: the extended path length to reach the calorimetry as compared with1144

deposits from particles originating from the interaction point, and heavy LLPs can travel with1145

a velocity significantly smaller than that of light. The heavier the mass and longer the lifetime1146

of the LLP, the longer it will take to reach the detector and deposit calorimeter energy.1147

The CMS Collaboration has carried out two analyses that exploit the fact that LLPs decaying1148

into hadrons nearby the calorimeter surface can be identified as out-of-time jets [199, 200]. The1149
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Figure 15: The ROC curves illustrating the displaced jet tagger performance for the split SUSY
(solid line), GMSB SUSY (dashed line), and RPV SUSY (dot-dashed line) benchmark models,
assuming cτ0 values of 1 mm (left) and 1 m (right). The thin line with hatched shading indicates
the performance obtained with a DNN training using split SUSY samples but without domain
adaptation (DA). Figure taken from Ref. [192].
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Figure 16: Illustration of contributions to the delay of particles that originate from LLP decays.
For prompt decays, the path length to reach a particular location on the timing detector (lprompt)
is smaller than the path length for a deposit originating from an LLP decay (lLLP+lSM′). In
addition, the velocity of the light SM particles (vprompt) will be close to that of light while the
velocity of the LLP (vLLP) can be significantly lower. These factors lead to substantial delays
for the decay products of LLPs, which can be exploited to improve sensitivity.
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ECAL crystals associated with the jet can be used to define a new variable, the jet time, as the1150

energy-weighted sum of the arrival times of measured pulses. The effective jet time resolution,1151

taking into account clock jitter, size of the collision beam spot and calibration effects, ranges1152

from 400–600 ps for jets with pT ranging from 30–150 GeV. Any difference in the simulation of1153

the time resolution [201] is corrected by selecting dedicated CRs in the data.1154

4.4.4 Displaced muons1155

A detailed description of the CMS muon reconstruction algorithms and their performance has1156

been given in Refs. [202–204]. Here, we will briefly summarize how muons from pp collisions1157

are reconstructed in CMS in general and then describe the specifics of displaced-muon recon-1158

struction.1159

In general, muons from pp collisions in CMS are reconstructed using a combination of infor-1160

mation from the tracker and the muon system. The muon system chambers are assembled into1161

four “stations” at increasing distances from the interaction point; each station provides recon-1162

structed hits in several detection planes, which are combined into track segments, forming the1163

basis of muon track reconstruction in the muon system. “Standalone muon tracks” are built1164

along the muon’s trajectory using a Kalman filter technique [182] that exploits track segments1165

from the muon subdetectors (DTs, CSCs, and RPCs). Independently, “tracker muon tracks”1166

are built by propagating tracker tracks to the muon system with loose matching to DT or CSC1167

segments. If at least one muon segment matches the extrapolated track, the tracker track qual-1168

ifies as a tracker muon track. Finally, “global muon tracks” are built by matching standalone1169

muon tracks with tracker tracks. In contrast to tracker muons, global muon trajectories are de-1170

termined from a combined Kalman filter fit using both tracker and muon system information.1171

For displaced muons coming from decays of LLPs, the muon reconstruction algorithm that pro-1172

vides the best performance depends on how displaced the muon is from the interaction point.1173

Muons produced relatively near the interaction point can be accurately reconstructed using1174

the tracker muon or global muon reconstruction algorithms developed for prompt muons. The1175

efficiency of these algorithms, however, rapidly decreases as the distance between the inter-1176

action point and the muon origin increases; the efficiency drops to zero for muons produced1177

in the outer tracker layers and beyond. On the other hand, such muons are still efficiently1178

reconstructed by the standalone muon reconstruction algorithms. These standalone muon al-1179

gorithms reconstruct muons with displacements up to a few meters, but they have poorer spa-1180

tial and momentum resolution than muons reconstructed using more precise information from1181

the silicon tracker. In particular, a “displaced standalone” (DSA) muon track reconstruction1182

algorithm was developed for displaced muons [204–206]. The DSA muon track algorithm uses1183

only hits in the muon chambers and, in contrast to regular standalone muons, has the beamspot1184

constraints removed from all stages of the muon reconstruction procedure. Thus, DSA tracks1185

provide the largest efficiency and best resolution for displaced muons, out of all the available1186

standalone muon track algorithms. It maintains a muon reconstruction efficiency of 0.95 up1187

to a muon transverse production distance of 300 cm, as compared with standard algorithms,1188

where the efficiency steeply declines after 10 cm, as shown in Fig. 17 [207].1189

Several analyses [132, 207] use displaced muons spanning a wide range of displacements, and1190

take advantage of multiple muon reconstruction algorithms. For example, an attempt to match1191

DSA tracks with global or tracker muons is made, and if such a match is found, the global or1192

tracker muon is used for further analysis, while if not, the original DSA track is used. As a1193

result of this matching procedure, much of the pp collision background is eliminated and the1194

sensitivity to LLP decays in the tracker is greatly increased because tracker and global muons1195
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Figure 17: Simulated muon reconstruction efficiency of standard global muon (blue squares)
and DSA (red circles) track reconstruction algorithms as a function of transverse vertex dis-
placement vxy, for the IDM model discussed in Section 2.2.3. The two dashed vertical gray
lines denote the ends of the fiducial tracker and muon detector regions, respectively. Figure
taken from Ref. [207].

have much better spatial and momentum resolution than standalone muons.1196

4.4.5 Muon detector showers1197

Long-lived particles that decay in the muon detectors could either be reconstructed as dis-1198

placed muons, which are described in the previous section, or as muon detector showers. Ow-1199

ing to the design of the CMS muon detectors, which are composed of detector planes inter-1200

leaved with the steel layers of the magnet flux-return yoke, LLPs that decay into any nonmuon1201

particles within or just prior to the muon detectors can induce hadronic and electromagnetic1202

showers, giving rise to a high hit multiplicity in localized detector regions. This signature uses1203

the muon detector as a sampling calorimeter to identify displaced showers produced by LLPs1204

that decay into hadrons, electrons, photons, or τ leptons. Additionally, due to the large amount1205

of shielding from the calorimeters, solenoid, and steel flux-return yoke, requiring the presence1206

of such a signature in an event reduces the otherwise large contributions from background1207

processes.1208

To reconstruct the decays of LLPs in the muon detector, the muon detector hits are clustered1209

in η and the azimuthal angle φ using the DBSCAN algorithm [208], which groups hits by high-1210

density regions.1211

The cluster reconstruction efficiency strongly depends on the LLP decay position. The effi-1212

ciency is largest when the LLP decays near the edge of the shielding material, where there is1213

enough material to induce the shower, but not so much that it stops the shower secondaries.1214

The cluster reconstruction efficiency also depends on whether the LLP decays hadronically or1215

leptonically. In general, hadronic showers have larger efficiency, because they are more likely1216

to penetrate through the steel in between stations, while showers induced from electromag-1217

netic decays generally occupy just one station and are stopped by the steel between stations.1218

When the LLP decays near or in the CSCs, the inclusive CSC cluster reconstruction efficiency is1219
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approximately 80% for fully hadronic decays, 55% for τ+τ− decays, and 35% for fully leptonic1220

decays. When the LLP decays close to or in the DTs, the inclusive DT cluster reconstruction1221

efficiency is approximately 80% for fully hadronic decays, 60% for τ+τ− decays, and 45% for1222

fully leptonic decays.1223

4.4.6 dE/dx1224

Studying anomalous ionization in the tracker provides a powerful tool to search for various1225

LLP signals. For example, heavy charged particles are characterized by low speeds, which1226

are inferred from time-of-flight measurements in muon chambers in case of sufficiently long1227

lifetimes and large ionization signals in the tracker. Each layer of the silicon pixel and strip1228

trackers of CMS provides a measurement of the charge deposit, which is transformed into a1229

dE/dx measurement after the application of a conversion factor from charge to energy and1230

division by the path length. Dedicated estimators and discriminators have been designed to1231

combine the set of dE/dx measurements in the most appropriate way.1232

The Ih estimator, first used in a CMS search reported in Ref. [209], is defined as1233

Ih =

(
1
N

N

∑
j

c−2
j

)−1/2

. (24)

This harmonic estimator is intended to provide the most probable value for the different dE/dx1234

(cj) measurements that follow a Vavilov/Landau distribution. The sum in Eq. (24) includes all1235

of the measurements along a track that have passed a cleaning procedure to discard measure-1236

ments from atypical cluster deposit distributions and deposits too close to module edges. The1237

Ih estimator is preferred to a simple measurement average as it is very robust against upward1238

fluctuations in cj. It is, however, sensitive to downward fluctuations, which are unlikely to ran-1239

domly occur. This Ih estimator has been used for example to search for heavy charged particles1240

considered as stable at the scale of the CMS detector [210], and also for charged particles with1241

much shorter lifetimes leading to disappearing track signatures [211, 212].1242

In addition, the Ih estimator provides an estimate of the mass of the LLP candidate under the1243

Q = 1e hypothesis. It uses an approximate Bethe–Bloch parameterization in the low relativistic1244

regime that relates the measured ionization to the particle mass m and the track momentum p:1245

Ih = K
m2

p2 + C, (25)

where the empirical parameters K and C extracted from low-momentum tracks in the range1246

0.5 < p < 5 GeV. Figure 18 shows this parametrization for the pions, kaons, protons, and1247

deuterons at small momenta.1248

In addition to the Ih estimator, two independent discriminators are defined in Eqs. (26-27):1249

FPixels
i , which uses only the dE/dx pixel detector information, and GStrip

i based on dE/dx mea-1250

surements in the strip tracker, where the i subscript refers to ionization. Both discriminators1251

are designed to distinguish LLP signal events (with output values close to 1) from background1252

events (with values close to 0).1253

The FPixels
i discriminator is defined as1254

FPixels
i = 1−

n

∏
j=1

Pj

n−1

∑
m=0

[− ln(∏n
j=1 Pj)]

m

m!
, (26)
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Figure 18: Distribution of the Ih estimator, computed using dE/dx measurements in the silicon
strip tracker, versus the track momentum, using the data recorded in 2017 during the LHC
Run 2. Expected dE/dx losses for pion, kaon, proton, and deuteron particles are shown as
black lines. Tracks with pT < 0.5 GeV are not included in this plot.

where n is the number of measurements in the silicon pixel detector, excluding the first barrel1255

layer, and Pj is the probability that the minimum ionizing particle would produce a charge1256

larger than or equal to the j–th measurement as predicted by a detailed simulation (called1257

PIXELAV [213]) calibrated to data.1258

The GStrip
i discriminator is defined as1259

GStrip
i =

3
N

(
1

12N
+

N

∑
j=1

[
Pj

(
Pj −

2j− 1
2N

)2
])

, (27)

where N is the number of charge measurements in the silicon strip tracker, Pj is the probability1260

for a minimum ionizing particle to produce a charge smaller or equal to the j–th charge mea-1261

surement for the observed path length in the detector, and the sum is over the track measure-1262

ments ordered in terms of increasing Pj. These Pj probabilities are determined using dE/dx1263

templates in bins of path length values. The templates vary with detector module geometry1264

and event PU. The probabilities are determined using data when used for data and determined1265

using simulation when used for simulation.1266

These kinds of estimators can also address searches for particles with an electric charge differ-1267

ent from unity [214]. For signals with a charge lower than unity, characterized in that case by a1268

small dE/dx deposit, a large number of dE/dx measurements below a given threshold can be1269

used to separate signal and background [215].1270

4.5 Precision proton spectrometer reconstruction1271

The CMS-TOTEM PPS [216] is a system of near-beam tracking and timing detectors, located in1272

“Roman pots” at about 200 m on both sides of the CMS interaction point. The Roman pots are1273

movable near-beam devices that allow the detectors to be moved very close (within a few mm)1274

to the beam, directly into the beam vacuum pipe. The PPS is designed to search for the process1275

pp → pp +X where the system X can involve SM or DS final states. It allows the measurement1276

of the 4-momenta of scattered protons and their time-of-flight from the interaction point during1277

standard running conditions in regular high-luminosity fills.1278
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The proton momenta are measured by two tracking stations on each arm of the spectrometer.1279

With the PPS setup, protons that lose approximately 3–15% of their momentum can be mea-1280

sured. This translates into an acceptance for the system X with a mass starting at mX ' 300 GeV1281

and up to about 2 TeV. The fractional momentum loss ξ of the protons can be measured from1282

the proton track positions and angles (details can be found in Ref. [217]). The timing informa-1283

tion that can be used to measure the longitudinal coordinate of the vertex via time-of-flight and1284

suppress the background from PU is not used in the analyses discussed below.1285

A search using the PPS and the missing-mass technique will be described in Section 6.2.3.5.1286

4.6 Heavy ions1287

One of the main goals of the LHC as an energy-frontier pp collider is to discover new massive1288

particles and/or FIPs. In addition to pp collisions, the LHC also provides high-energy HI colli-1289

sions, and in particular lead-lead (PbPb) collisions, which are key tools to study the properties1290

of the quark-gluon plasma.1291

Typically, one does not consider HI collisions as a place to look for BSM physics. They are char-1292

acterized by a very large number of outgoing particles (a charged-particle multiplicity more1293

than two orders of magnitude larger than in pp collisions [218]), which makes tracking much1294

more challenging. Moreover, the integrated luminosity (Lint) for PbPb collisions was 390 µb−1
1295

and 1650 µb−1, respectively in 2015 and 2018, which is many orders of magnitude smaller than1296

for pp collisions.1297

However, a fraction of HI interactions takes place with no overlap between the two nuclei.1298

In such ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs), the two ions only interact through the electromag-1299

netic force, i.e., an exchange of photons, producing very low multiplicity events. Additionally,1300

HI runs are tuned to yield no PU, which further simplifies tracking. Overall, UPCs result in1301

extremely clean event signatures, suitable for BSM physics searches, e.g., searches for ALPs.1302

The CMS experiment is well equipped to record and investigate both pp and HI collisions. The1303

main challenges in UPCs of heavy ions from the experimental perspective are related to trig-1304

gering and detector noise. For instance, in light-by-light scattering (discussed in Section 6.2.3.4)1305

the final state consists exclusively of two low-energy photons. Since there is no other activity in1306

the detector, one cannot rely on associated tracks, muons, jets, or pmiss
T to trigger the measure-1307

ment. Instead, the photons themselves have to be used for triggering. For such rare processes,1308

it is crucial to lower the photon energy requirement for both triggering and offline reconstruc-1309

tion as much as possible, which enters the regime where calorimeter noise becomes significant.1310

As an example, a recent light-by-light scattering analysis, described in Section 6.2.3.4, triggers1311

on diphotons with transverse energy >2 GeV. The noise in the barrel region of the ECAL is at1312

the level of ≈0.7 GeV. However, in the endcap region it can get as large as ≈6 GeV.1313

These challenges associated with UPCs are typically addressed by carefully studying trigger-1314

ing and reconstruction efficiencies with tag-and-probe techniques, as well as masking regions1315

of the detector where noise levels are too large to perform the analysis. This strategy yields1316

satisfactory results, allowing CMS to observe evidence for light-by-light scattering and derive1317

the most stringent limits, at the time of publication, on the production of ALPs with masses1318

between 5 and 50 GeV [219].1319

4.7 Background estimation strategies and statistical methods1320

For most of the searches presented in this Report, the CLs method [220, 221] is used to obtain1321

a limit at 95% confidence level (CL) using the profile likelihood test statistic [222], often in1322
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the asymptotic approximation. The CMS statistical analysis tool COMBINE [223] is used to1323

compute these limits. The robustness and precision of the estimation of contributions from1324

SM background processes determine the sensitivity of searches for new physics. Historically,1325

simulated background events obtained with the Monte Carlo (MC) method have been used1326

most of the time to seed templates for background contributions in the signal region (SR) and1327

obtain uncertainties. These systematic uncertainties in the MC distributions are represented1328

as nuisance parameters that are adjusted in a maximum likelihood fit, based on the observed1329

data distribution, to obtain the final background model. In many cases, however, methods1330

based on CRs in data or more sophisticated background estimation strategies are employed to1331

quantify background contributions in the SRs. In the following, a few of the common methods1332

of background estimation either fully based on CRs in data, or partially based on data and1333

assisted through the simulation, are briefly introduced.1334

4.7.1 Transfer factor technique1335

The underlying idea of using transfer factors (TFs) to predict background contributions is to1336

measure ratios of yields for processes across regions, rather than calibrate the absolute back-1337

ground shape. As a consequence, if the two samples used to build the ratios are impacted by1338

a specific systematic uncertainty in the same or a similar way, its effect largely cancels out and1339

does not affect the ratios. For instance, it is conceivable to assume that an event sample with1340

a jet recoiling against a dilepton system and an event sample featuring a jet recoiling against1341

a single photon will have the same uncertainties affecting the measurement of the jet, i.e., jet1342

energy scale and resolution. Thus, the ratio of the (differential) yields in these two samples1343

is largely unaffected by jet uncertainties, while being affected by lepton/photon identification1344

and scale uncertainties.1345

This strategy is particularly powerful when applied in mono-X-type analyses, where the pmiss
T1346

spectrum is a powerful shape discriminator between the BSM signal and the SM background1347

and is typically used for signal extraction. Because of the symmetry of the various SM V+jets1348

processes, the main background contribution in the SR coming from the Z(νν)+jets process can1349

be calibrated utilizing CRs enriched in Z(``)+ jets, W(`ν)+jets, and γ+jets events. By excluding1350

the leptons and photons from the computation of pmiss
T in the CR, the so-called hadronic recoil1351

becomes a proxy for the pmiss
T spectrum in the SR.1352

A binned likelihood fit to the data is performed simultaneously in different CRs and in the SRs1353

to estimate the dominant Z(νν)+jets and W(`ν)+jets backgrounds in each pmiss
T bin.1354

The part of the likelihood function constraining the Z(νν)+jets background in the monojet1355

analysis in Ref. [81], which is representative of other mono-X-type searches, is given as:1356

Lc(µ
Z(νν ), µ, θ) = ∏

i
P

(
dγ

i |B
γ
i (θ) +

µ
Z(νν )
i

Rγ
i (θ)

)

×∏
i

P

(
dZ

i |B
Z
i (θ) +

µ
Z(νν )
i

RZ
i (θ)

)

×∏
i

P

(
dW

i |B
W
i (θ) +

fi(θ)µ
Z(νν )
i

RW
i (θ)

)

×∏
i

P
(

di|Bi(θ) + (1 + fi(θ))µ
Z(νν )
i + µSi(θ)

)
.

(28)

In the above likelihood function, P(n|x) is the Poisson probability of observing n events when1357
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x are expected, dγ/Z/W
i is the observed number of events in each bin of the photon, dimuon/di-1358

electron, and single-muon/single-electron CRs, and Bγ/Z/W
i is the background in the respective1359

CRs. The systematic uncertainties are modeled with nuisance parameters (θ), which enter the1360

likelihood as additive perturbations to the TFs Rγ/Z/W
i . Each θ parameter has an associated1361

Gaussian constraint term in the full likelihood. The parameter µZ(νν ) represents the yield of1362

the Z(νν) background in the SR and is left freely floating in the maximum likelihood fit. The1363

function fi(θ) is the TF between the Z(νν)+jets and W(`ν)+jets backgrounds in the SR and1364

acts as a constraint between these backgrounds. The likelihood also includes the SR, with Bi1365

representing all the background estimates from simulation, S representing the nominal signal1366

prediction, and µ being the signal strength parameter also left floating in the case of an S + B1367

fit (µ = 0 otherwise).1368

In this likelihood, the expected numbers of Z(νν)+jets events in each bin of pmiss
T are the free1369

parameters of the fit. Transfer factors, derived from simulation, are used to link the yields of the1370

Z(``)+ jets, W(`ν)+jets, and γ+jets processes in the CRs with the Z(νν)+jets and W(`ν)+jets1371

background estimates in the SR. These TFs are defined as the ratio of expected (from simula-1372

tion) yields of the target process in the SR and the process being measured in the CR, e.g.:1373

RZ
i =

NZ(µµ)
i,MC

NZ(νν )
i,MC

. (29)

To estimate the W(`ν)+jets background in the SR, the TFs between the W(`ν)+jets background1374

estimates in the SR and the W(µνµ)+jets and W(eνe)+jets event yields in the single-lepton CRs1375

are constructed. These TFs take into account the impact of lepton acceptances and efficiencies,1376

lepton veto efficiencies, and the difference in the trigger efficiencies in the case of the single-1377

electron CR.1378

The Z(νν) background prediction in the SR is connected to the yields of Z(µµ) and Z(ee)1379

events in the dilepton CRs. The associated TFs account for the differences in the branching1380

fraction of Z bosons to charged leptons relative to neutrinos and the impact of lepton accep-1381

tance and selection efficiencies. In the case of dielectron events, the TF also takes into account1382

the difference in the trigger efficiencies. The resulting constraint on the Z(νν)+jets process1383

from the dilepton CRs is limited by the statistical uncertainty in the dilepton CRs because of1384

the large difference in branching fractions between Z boson decays into neutrinos and Z boson1385

decays into electrons and muons.1386

The γ+jets CR is also used to predict the Z(νν)+jets process in the SR through a TF, which ac-1387

counts for the difference in the cross sections of the γ+jets and Z(νν)+jets processes, the effect1388

of acceptance and efficiency of identifying photons along with the difference in the efficiencies1389

of the photon and pmiss
T triggers. The addition of the γ+jets CR mitigates the impact of the lim-1390

ited statistical power of the dilepton constraint, because of the larger production cross section1391

of γ+jets process compared to that of Z(νν)+jets process.1392

Finally, a TF is also defined to connect the Z(νν)+jets and W(`ν)+jets background yields in1393

the SR, to further benefit from the larger statistical power that the W(`ν)+jets background1394

provides, making it possible to experimentally constrain Z(νν)+jets production at large pmiss
T .1395

These TFs rely on an accurate prediction of the ratio of Z+jets, W+jets, and γ+jets cross sec-1396

tions. Therefore, leading order (LO) simulations for these processes are corrected using boson1397

pT-dependent next-to-LO (NLO) QCD K-factors derived using MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO. They1398

are also corrected using pT-dependent higher-order EW corrections extracted from theoreti-1399

cal calculations [224–229]. The higher-order corrections are found to improve the data-to-1400
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simulation agreement for both the absolute prediction of the individual Z+jets, W+jets, and1401

γ+jets processes, and their respective ratios.1402

4.7.2 Bump-hunt technique1403

Any new mediator particle X predicted in BSM scenarios has several experimental observables,1404

including its rest mass mX , its decay width ΓX , and its production cross section σX . If the1405

mediator decays into SM particles or a mixture of SM and DM particles, its rest mass can be1406

measured by determining the energy and angle of emission of all its decay products. The mass1407

spectrum of its decay products is expected to show an increase in the number of event counts at1408

the “resonance” mX value because of the enhancement in the production cross section from the1409

propagator of a massive mediator. The width of the resonance, or “bump” in the reconstructed1410

mass spectrum, will depend on the decay interactions and the detector resolution that measures1411

the decay products. For strong (or strong-like) interactions, with short lifetimes, the resonance1412

shape may be wide (larger than the experimental resolution). Its shape can be approximated1413

by a Breit–Wigner function for the intrinsic line shape, convoluted with a Gaussian function for1414

the resolution. Parton luminosities are greater for masses below the resonance peak, such that1415

the Breit–Wigner shape can present a significant “shoulder“ on the lower tail. This effect may1416

be significant near the kinematic threshold of mX production.1417

In some cases, a full reconstruction of mX is impossible since the decays include invisible parti-1418

cles from DM candidates. In those cases, it is important to include the ~p miss
T in the definition of1419

the reconstructed mX , such as mT2 [230] or the razor variable R [231, 232]. For example, in the1420

case of SVJs Z′ → qdarkqdark, cf. Section 2.2.4.1, the invariant mass of the reconstructed (visible)1421

jets mjj is a worse proxy for mZ′ than mT defined to include the ~p miss
T [148]:1422

m2
T =

[
ET,jj + Emiss

T

]2
−
[
~pT,jj + ~p miss

T

]2
= m2

jj + 2pmiss
T

(√
m2

jj + p2
T,jj − pT,jjcos(φjj,miss)

)
. (30)

Here, mjj is the invariant mass of the system composed of the two largest-pT large-radius jets,1423

and ~pT,jj is the vector sum of their ~pT. The quantity E2
T,jj = m2

jj + |~pT,jj|2, while it is assumed1424

that the system carrying the pmiss
T is massless, i.e., Emiss

T = pmiss
T . This enables the simplification1425

in the second line of Eq. (30), with φjj,miss as the azimuthal angle between the dijet system and1426

the ~p miss
T . In this case, mT is much closer to mZ′ than mjj: it has better resolution and its peak1427

reproduces mZ′ more accurately.1428

The estimation of the background is critical when looking for a bump in the reconstructed mass1429

spectrum is the estimation of the background. In contrast to the signal, the background (typ-1430

ically QCD multijet) spectrum is smoothly falling. Despite the progress of QCD multijet MC1431

generators with NLO and next-to-NLO (NNLO) accuracy, the mass spectra obtained from MC1432

generators tend not to agree very well with the data in both shape and normalization. This1433

is caused by the large theoretical uncertainties (such as nonperturbative effects, parton distri-1434

bution functions [PDFs], and the renormalization and factorization scales) and experimental1435

uncertainties (such as the jet energy scale and resolution smearing), which can be even more1436

pronounced in final states with large ~p miss
T where misreconstructed SM jets are the dominant1437

background. Therefore, many searches estimate the QCD multijet background parametrically,1438

directly from data. The fit can include templates from signal (at different mass values) or a pa-1439

rameterized signal function, and other components for background. If no significant deviation1440

from the background-only hypothesis is found, limits on the cross section as a function of mX1441

can be set. Using the data to describe the background solves the problem of poor modeling of1442
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detector effects in novel signatures, although limited event counts at large invariant mass may1443

become a problem.1444

At the LHC, several families of fit functions have been used to model the QCD multijets back-1445

ground, which are called the “dijet function” ( fdijet and its enhanced version fdijet2) and the1446

“UA2 function” ( fUA2):1447

fdijet(x) =
p0(1− x)p1

xp2+p3 ln x+p4 ln2 x
,

fdijet2(x) =
p0(1− x)p1+p2 ln x+p3 ln2 x

xp4+p5 ln x+p6 ln2 x
,

fUA2(x) =
p0e−p1x−p2x2

xp3[1+p4 ln x+p5 ln2 x]
.

(31)

Here x is the reconstructed mass divided by
√

s. These families of functions have been found
in the past to fit the observed QCD spectrum in hadron colliders [148, 233–236]. The number of
parameters pN used in each function must be optimized in each case. The Fisher test [237, 238]
can determine if adding a new parameter to a function improves the fit to a given distribution.
Two functions (one with fewer parameters than the other) are fit to the same distribution and
the value

Ftest =
(q1 − q2)/(n2 − n1)

q2/(nbins − n2)

is calculated, where qi, ni refer to the goodness-of-fit measurement and number of parameters1448

in each function (n1 < n2), and nbins is the number of bins in the distribution. The goodness-1449

of-fit parameter is usually the χ2 value, which has been observed to give more stable results1450

than the residual sum of squares. The value of Ftest is then compared to Fcrit, which is defined1451

by
∫ ∞

Fcrit
Fdistdx = αcrit, where Fdist is an F-distribution with n2 − n1 and nbins − n2 degrees of1452

freedom and αcrit = 0.05. If Ftest > Fcrit, the function with more parameters (n2) provides1453

a better fit than the function with fewer parameters (n1). The value of αcrit may be adjusted1454

depending on the result of the bias tests, described next, and the stability of the results.1455

This way of estimating the background from a fit to the data will typically be one of the largest1456

experimental uncertainties in the statistical analysis to extract the signal. We typically assign1457

the statistical uncertainty in the fit parameters as a background shape systematic uncertainty,1458

and this tends to be large for large values of the reconstructed mass. It is also very important1459

to test alternate functions to describe the QCD multijet background and check if using them1460

introduces a bias in the results because the data in reality follows a different distribution from1461

what was chosen for the fit. Some analyses use discrete profiling to estimate the uncertainty1462

from different background functions and possible bias [239]. Some possible alternate functions1463

are listed here [179, 240, 241]:1464

fpolynomial(x) =
p0

(1 + p1x + p2x2 + p3x3)p4
,

fextended polynomial(x) =
p0(1− x)p1(1 + p2x + p3x2)

xp4+p5 ln x ,

fpower-law times exponential(x) =
p0e−p1x

xp2
,

fother(x) =
p0(1− x1/3)p1

xp2
.

(32)

A self-closure test can be performed by generating pseudo-experiments with the main back-1465

ground function and fitting them with the same function to extract a signal measurement.1466
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Of course, the result here should be zero signal, but the spread in the results measures how1467

robust the main function is to data fluctuations. This can be compared (and the correspond-1468

ing uncertainty estimated) with a bias-closure test in which the main function is used to fit1469

pseudo-experiments now generated with the alternate function. The results again should yield1470

zero signal, and will tell us if our choice of background function has any potential to bias our1471

results: if the self and bias-closure tests agree within their uncertainties, then no additional1472

systematic uncertainties need to be included for this background estimation method. In addi-1473

tion, one can perform similar tests by injecting signal in both tests at the time of generating the1474

pseudo-experiments and observing if the sensitivity to the signal also behaves similarly in both1475

cases.1476

An alternative strategy to model the background without empirical functions is to measure1477

the observed distribution in a CR and derive correction factors from simulation to account1478

for differences between the CR and the SR. This method can have smaller uncertainties than1479

methods using empirical functions, but it can only be employed when the CR is not biased by1480

trigger requirements.1481

4.7.3 The “ABCD” method1482

Background estimations based on CRs in data are often used for more reliable descriptions of1483

backgrounds. One of the most widely used such methods is the matrix (“ABCD”) method,1484

which was first introduced in Ref. [242]. An example of how this method is used in a CMS1485

analysis is shown in Fig. 19. The ABCD method uses two independent variables to define four1486

statistically independent regions, including the SR D and CRs A, B, and C. The two variables1487

that are used to define the ABCD plane need to be statistically independent for the background1488

process, allowing the prediction of the background yield in the SR to be constrained by the1489

background yield in CRs A, B, and C: ND = NBNC/NA, where NX is the number of background1490

events in region X. Ideally, the CRs should be enriched with background events and devoid of1491

signal events.1492

Figure 19: A diagram of the ABCD method, shown for illustration on simulated background
events in a search for LLPs that decay to displaced leptons. The CRs are regions A, B, and C.
There are four SRs, labeled I–IV, in this search. Figure taken from Ref. [243].

In cases where there is potential signal contamination in the CRs, a binned maximum likeli-1493

hood fit is performed simultaneously in the four bins, with the signal strength included as a1494

floating parameter. The background yields in the four regions are constrained to obey the stan-1495
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dard ABCD relationship. This is possible because the background yields in the four regions re-1496

quire only three parameters to be fully described, given the independence of the two variables1497

defining the ABCD plane. Thus one degree of freedom remains, which is used to fit the sig-1498

nal strength across all regions. Systematic uncertainties that impact the signal and background1499

yields are treated as nuisance parameters with log-normal probability density functions.1500

Potential small correlations between the two variables defining the ABCD plane can be under-1501

stood and controlled with additional validation regions adjacent to the SR [244]. These regions1502

are located in between the corresponding CR and the SR in the ABCD plane and provide a path1503

to estimate the correlation between the two observables.1504

Additionally, CMS explores the usage of machine-learning-assisted ABCD techniques to derive1505

discriminators that are decorrelated from a variable of interest or from another discriminator1506

following the distance correlation technique proposed in Ref. [245].1507

5 Data set and signal simulation1508

Most of the analyses presented in this Report use the Run 2 pp collision data sample, corre-1509

sponding to Lint up to 140 fb−1 at
√

s = 13 TeV, collected by the CMS detector in 2016–2018.1510

The Lint for the 2016, 2017, and 2018 data-taking years have 1.2–2.5% individual uncertain-1511

ties [246–248], while the overall uncertainty in Lint for the 2016–2018 period is 1.6%. Some1512

analyses use Run 1 pp collision data, taken in 2010–2012 with
√

s = 7 and 8 TeV, or Run 3 pp1513

collision data, taken in 2022 with
√

s = 13.6 TeV. Finally, some analyses use Run 2 HI collision1514

data, namely, PbPb collisions taken in 2015 with
√

s
NN

= 5.02 TeV.1515

Data sets of simulated events, for both the SM background and BSM signals, are used by1516

the searches to optimize the analysis criteria for sensitivity as well to check the agreement1517

with data for basic kinematic variables. The simulation of collision events is implemented1518

through a fixed-order perturbative calculation of up to four noncollinear high-pT partons for1519

the QCD terms, supplemented with a description of the underlying event, parton shower-1520

ing, multiparton interactions and hadronization. The perturbative calculation step is usually1521

performed by a matrix-element calculator and event generator; versions 2.2.2 and 2.6.5 of the1522

MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO [249] package are used for almost all the analyses presented in this1523

Report, and POWHEG v2 [250–252] is also used for certain processes, primarily single top, tt ,1524

and Higgs boson production. The next step is, in turn, usually implemented by the PYTHIA1525

8 [253] generator. The combination of the two steps is a delicate procedure; a matching proce-1526

dure is implemented to avoid double-counting of processes in the combination, with the exact1527

recipe depending on the order of the perturbative calculation. The MLM matching [254] is1528

used for LO calculations, while the FxFx [255] and POWHEG [251] methods are used for NLO.1529

The PDFs are used to map the simulated colliding protons to the initial-state partons that are1530

present in the matrix-element calculation; conversely, the PYTHIA parameters are adjusted to a1531

set of values that better describe the observed dynamics of high-energy proton collisions, which1532

is referred to as a tune. By the end of Run 2, most analyses discussed in this Report converged1533

in the usage of the NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDFs [256] and the CP5 tune [257]. The simulation of1534

specific new physics models may differ in particular aspects of these steps.1535

The detector response to simulated particles is modeled using the GEANT4 software [258]. Cus-1536

tom simulations of the detector electronics are used to produce readouts similar to those ob-1537

served in data, in a process known as digitization. Pileup interactions are also included in the1538

simulation. The simulated samples are corrected to make the PU distribution match the dis-1539

tribution in data as closely as possible. Event generation of new physics processes may need1540
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modifications to any of the steps of the simulation. The most notable case is the treatment of1541

LLPs; the mass, charge, interactions, and lifetime of those particles are relayed to GEANT4, in a1542

manner consistent with its treatment by the previous steps.1543

When simulating dark QCD models, the dedicated HV module in PYTHIA 8 is used for shower-1544

ing and hadronization in the DS. PYTHIA version 8.230 or higher is used to access important fea-1545

tures, such as the running of the dark coupling. In earlier versions, these features were added1546

by patching the source code [150]. Additional modifications to PYTHIA are required to simu-1547

late the flavored emerging jet model [151]. The SUEPs are simulated using a custom PYTHIA1548

module that produces dark hadrons according to a Boltzmann distribution [152]. Dark-hadron1549

properties, including branching fractions and lifetimes, are computed separately and specified1550

in the PYTHIA configuration as needed for each signal model. In particular, rinv for SVJ models1551

is implemented by reducing the branching fractions to SM quarks for all dark hadron species;1552

dark hadrons that do not decay into SM quarks are marked as stable. Because stable dark1553

hadrons must be produced in pairs (in order to conserve quantum numbers), events with an1554

odd number of stable dark hadrons are rejected. For the dark QCD signal models studied in1555

this Report, PYTHIA is used for the LO matrix-element calculations as well as hadronization and1556

showering. For other models, such as those requiring processes not implemented in PYTHIA1557

or more accurate simulation of ISR, DS particles produced by MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO can be1558

interfaced with PYTHIA for hadronization and showering in both the DS and the SM [115].1559

In the following results, for some models, we present a minimum allowed coupling that will1560

satisfy relic density constraints. Typically, there is a minimum allowed coupling between the1561

standard model and the DS. For couplings smaller than the minimum, which would have ear-1562

lier freeze-out times, the DM production in the early universe would exceed the observed DM,1563

as measured by the Planck experiment [1]. The minimum coupling can be determined by1564

computing the relic density for various coupling values and scanning over the range of val-1565

ues to yield the smallest that satisfies the observed constraint. To perform the relic density1566

calculation, we use the MADDM 3.0 software framework [259] with the appropriate MAD-1567

GRAPH5 aMC@NLO signal models for the quoted searches. For fixed DM and mediator masses1568

and a fixed DM coupling (typically gDM = 1), the relic density follows a parabolic form, allow-1569

ing the minimum allowed coupling to be determined through a coupling scan.1570

6 Signatures1571

The CMS Collaboration has a broad program of searches for models of BSM physics that pro-1572

vide DM candidates; an overview of the theoretical framework for these models is provided1573

in Section 2. In this section, we briefly discuss the details of each search and the signatures of1574

the models targeted. The sensitivity of a broad range of signatures to DSs is probed, and no1575

significant excess of events is observed over the background predictions. These searches are1576

categorized by their final states: invisible, prompt final states are summarized in Section 6.1;1577

visible, prompt final states in Section 6.2; and displaced and long-lived signatures in Section 6.3.1578

It is notable that many general categories of theoretical models can potentially present any of1579

these final states. For example, strongly coupled hidden sectors can produce SVJs with invis-1580

ible final states, SUEPs with visible final states, EJs with displaced final states, or potentially1581

mixtures of these novel objects. Further, there may be deep connections between different final1582

states: any mediator produced via an SM process can decay into the same SM particles, leading1583

to a visible final state. Therefore, investigation of the visible final state can help exclude other1584

final states without depending on the detailed phenomenology. These considerations motivate1585

the breadth and continued expansion of the CMS search program, as the nature of DM remains1586
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6.1.3 Signatures from hidden valley models1785

As described in Section 2.2.4, some HV models predict unique signatures from a QCD-like1786

force in the DS with corresponding dark quarks (qdarkqdark). When produced at the LHC, dark1787

quarks shower and hadronize in the DS giving rise to dark jets made of stable and unstable1788

dark hadrons. While stable dark bound states do not interact with the detector, unstable ones1789

decay promptly to SM quarks. This leads to an SVJ made of collimated visible and invisible1790

particles.1791

6.1.3.1 Search for semivisible jets1792

A search is performed [148] for SVJs using data collected during Run 2 and corresponding to1793

Lint = 138 fb−1. Resonant production of a leptophobic Z′ mediator decaying into dark quarks,1794

qq → Z′ → qdarkqdark, leads to a final state with two SVJs. The ~p miss
T is aligned with one of the1795

jets, as shown in Fig. 28, and has a moderate magnitude. Both jets carry a fraction of invisible1796

momentum, leading to a partial cancellation when the jets are back-to-back. The SVJs are ex-1797

pected to be larger than typical SM jets, because they arise from a double parton shower and1798

hadronization process: first in the DS and later in the SM sector. Depending on the parameter1799

of the model, the signature can vary significantly. We assess models with 1.5 ≤ mZ′ ≤ 5.1 TeV,1800

1 ≤ mdark ≤ 100 GeV, and 0 ≤ rinv ≤ 1. Because of the invisible momentum carried by stable1801

dark hadrons, the mass of the mediator cannot be fully reconstructed. Instead, a bump hunt is1802

performed using the transverse mass mT of the dijet system and the pmiss
T . The SM backgrounds,1803

dominated by QCD multijets with artificial pmiss
T but also including significant fractions of tt ,1804

W+jets, and Z+jets processes with genuine pmiss
T from neutrinos, are expected to have steeply1805

falling mT distributions. Two versions of the search are performed: an inclusive search using1806

only selections on event-level kinematic variables, and a model-dependent search using a BDT1807

trained on specific signal models to identify SVJs.1808
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Figure 28: The normalized distribution of the minimum azimuthal angle between the ~p miss
T
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The SVJ models with extreme values of rinv, close to 0 or 1, overlap with the phase space of dijet1809

resonance searches (Section 6.2.2.2) and monojet DM searches (Section 6.1.1.1). Hence, we can1810

reinterpret these two searches for the SVJ signal model. Accordingly, the DM coupling in the1811

dark QCD model is set to gqdark
= 0.5 in order for the Z′ boson to have width and branching1812

fractions consistent with the LHC DM Working Group benchmark model for simplified DM,1813
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Figure 29: The dijet mass distributions for the combination of Z′ → qdarkqdark and Z′ → qq
events, for rinv = 0.3 (left) and rinv = 0.0 (right), in SVJ signal models.

as noted in Section 2.2.4. Because both possible final states have visible components, Fig. 291814

shows the dijet mass distributions from Z′ → qdarkqdark and Z′ → qq, both individually1815

and summed, in the correct proportions for the specified coupling values. For rinv = 0.3,1816

the Z′ → qdarkqdark events have relatively lower dijet mass values, so they do not contribute1817

substantially to the sensitivity of a dijet resonance search, which remains dominated by Z′ →1818

qq events. However, for rinv = 0.0, the two contributions to the dijet mass distribution are1819

similar enough that the summed distribution is enhanced around the resonant peak, providing1820

correspondingly greater sensitivity. The remaining minor degradation in the Z′ → qdarkqdark1821

dijet mass distribution primarily occurs because of the presence of neutrinos from decays of1822

heavy-flavor hadrons, which are more likely to be produced in SVJs than in SM jets.1823

For a reinterpretation of the monojet DM search for the SVJ model, it is important to note that1824

the efficiency of triggering on pmiss
T , which imposes an offline requirement of pmiss

T > 250 GeV,1825

is maximized for rinv = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 30. At higher rinv values, the majority of dark1826

hadrons are stable and invisible, leading to increased cancellation of the invisible momenta of1827

the two jets from the Z′ boson decay, which correspondingly reduces the transverse compo-1828

nent. However, the efficiencies of several other requirements are maximized for rinv = 1.0:1829

∆φ(~p jet
T ,~p miss

T ) > 0.5 for the leading four jets with pT > 30 GeV, and Nb-jet = 0 considering1830

all jets with pT > 20 GeV. As rinv increases, fewer dark hadrons decay into visible particles,1831

decreasing the number of possible reconstructed jets in each event; since visible and invisi-1832

ble dark hadrons are produced together in collimated sprays, any reconstructed jets may be1833

aligned with pmiss
T . At rinv = 1.0, the only visible particles in the signal events come from ISR.1834

SVJs tend to be enriched in b hadrons because of the higher mass scale of dark hadrons com-1835

pared to SM quarks, which enables them to decay into bb pairs. In the models considered here,1836

mdark = 20 GeV, leading to B(ρdark → bb) = 0.2 and B(πdark → bb) = 0.94. The signal model1837

specifies that ρdark are produced 75% of the time, leading to an overall branching fraction of1838

0.385 for any unstable dark hadron to decay into b quarks. The relative efficiencies for these1839

requirements are also presented in Fig. 30.1840

We present results for the two reinterpretations in Section 7.2.4.1.1841

6.2 Fully visible and prompt signatures1842

In addition to searching for decays into invisible final states as described in Section 6.1, the DS1843

can also be probed by searching for decays of the mediator to SM particles and fully visible1844
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final states. For example, we can search for mediators that decay into pairs of leptons or jets.1845

These searches provide results that are complementary to the invisible decays described above.1846

We organize this section into searches for low-mass resonances (Section 6.2.1), i.e., resonances1847

below several hundreds of GeV; searches for high-mass resonances (Section 6.2.2), i.e., reso-1848

nances above several hundred GeV; and searches with other prompt and visible signatures1849

that do not easily fit into these two categories (Section 6.2.3).1850

6.2.1 Low-mass resonance searches1851

Searches for low-mass dijet resonances [277] are strongly limited by the trigger bandwidth1852

because of overwhelming background rates. The triggers, listed in Table 3, result in a lower1853

threshold of 1.8 TeV on the resonance masses probed by conventional dijet resonance searches.1854

Table 3: Trigger thresholds for various jet-based triggers in Run 2. All values are in GeV.

Trigger 2016 2017 2018
HT 800, 900 1050 1050
AK4 PF jet pT 450 500 500
AK8 PF jet pT 450 500 500
AK8 PF jet pT (mtrim) 360 (30) 400 (30) 400 (30)
Single AK4 calo jet pT 500 500 500

The CMS Collaboration has utilized a number of techniques to circumvent this limitation:1855

• Resonances with masses as small as 600 GeV can be probed with the data scouting1856

technique [278], wherein the trigger thresholds are lower by saving to disk only1857

high-level physics objects, i.e., jets clustered from calorimeter towers or particle flow1858

candidates, rather than the full detector readout.1859

• Online b tagging has been used to allow jet energy thresholds to be reduced at the1860

trigger level. This allows sensitivity to resonance masses as small as 325 GeV [279].1861

• Resonances with masses as small as 10 GeV can be probed by requiring significant1862

ISR, either in the form of jets [280–282] or photons [283]. In this topology, accept-1863

able trigger rates are achieved by placing selection criteria on variables that are not1864
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strongly correlated with the resonance mass, e.g., the ISR object momenta. The di-1865

jet system itself is significantly boosted and hence is reconstructed as a single large-1866

radius jet (AK8 or CA15) with a two-pronged substructure. Several of these searches1867

are described below.1868

Additionally, several DS models predict the existence of a dark photon A′, which can decay1869

into pairs of SM leptons. Searches for low-mass resonances decaying into a pair of muons are1870

described in Ref. [178] and Sections 6.2.1.4 and 6.2.1.5. Related to these, a search where the1871

dark photon is long lived is also presented in Section 6.3.1.3.1872

The sensitivities of the searches described in this section to a range of simplified DM models1873

are shown in Section 7.1.1874

6.2.1.1 Search for low-mass vector resonances decaying into quark-antiquark pairs1875

The most recent search for low-mass, boosted dijet resonances, which uses data from 2016 and1876

2017 corresponding to Lint = 77 fb−1, is described in Ref. [281]. The analysis searches for1877

new, spin-1 Z′ bosons decaying into quark-antiquark pairs, targeting a mass range of 50 <1878

mZ′ < 450 GeV. The Z′ bosons are assumed to couple equally to all flavors of quarks, with a1879

universal coupling constant gq . The trigger selects AK8 jets with pT > 380 (400)GeV in 20161880

(2017) and a trimmed mass greater than 30 GeV; the trigger has good efficiency for Z′ boson1881

masses greater than 50 GeV, which sets the lower bound on the search range. The analysis uses1882

offline AK8 and CA15 jets, depending on the signal mass considered. The pT requirements for1883

offline AK8 jets are pT > 500 (525)GeV in 2016 (2017) data and pT > 575 GeV for CA15 jets.1884

Jet substructure techniques are used to distinguish the signal from the backgrounds, which1885

include QCD multijets, tt , and W/Z+jets. The signal resonance is identified using the soft-1886

drop mass variable mSD [173], which removes soft and wide-angle radiation from the jet. The1887

soft drop algorithm reduces the mass of jets from QCD, where the mass arises in part from soft1888

gluon radiation, while preserving the mass of two-pronged signal jets. Second, the variable N1
2 ,1889

defined using ratios of ECFs [265], is used to reject QCD events; two-pronged jets tend to have1890

a lower value of N1
2 than QCD jets.1891

The QCD multijet background is estimated from data, using a “fail” CR consisting of events1892

failing a requirement on N1
2 . In simulation, the “designed decorrelated tagger” method en-1893

sures that the mSD shape in the CR is the same as the one in the SR by construction. The mSD1894

distribution is shown for a representative category in Fig. 31.1895

6.2.1.2 Search for low-mass quark-antiquark resonances produced in association with1896

a photon1897

Another strategy to extend dijet searches to small Z′ boson masses is to focus on events in which1898

the resonance is produced in association with a high-momentum ISR photon. The analyses1899

described previously, Refs. [281] and [282], probe resonance masses down to about 50 GeV; this1900

bound arises from the offline lower pT jet threshold of 500 GeV, which causes the lowest-mass1901

resonances to be extremely collimated, as well as directly from HLT selections on the jet mass.1902

Lower masses can be probed by triggering on photons. Specifically, in 2016, the CMS trigger1903

system recorded events containing photons with pT > 175 GeV. A search for dijet resonances1904

with masses from 10 to 125 GeV and produced in association with an ISR photon is described1905

in Ref. [283], using data collected in 2016 corresponding to Lint = 36 fb−1.1906

The offline analysis of this dijet resonance search uses events containing a photon with pT >1907

200 GeV. Events with additional photons with pT > 14 GeV or leptons with pT > 10 GeV are1908
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Figure 31: Jet mSD distribution in data for CA15 jets for a pT range of the fit from 575 to
625 GeV, in the search for low-mass vector resonances decaying into quark-antiquark pairs.
Data are shown as black points. The QCD multijet background prediction, including uncer-
tainties, is shown by the shaded bands. Smaller contributions from the W and Z bosons, and
top quark background processes are shown as well. A hypothetical Z′ boson signal with a mass
of 210 GeV is also indicated. In the bottom panel, the ratio of the data to its statistical uncer-
tainty, after subtracting the nonresonant backgrounds, is shown. Figure taken from Ref. [281].

discarded to avoid overlap with other searches and to reduce backgrounds from EW sources.1909

The analysis strategy is otherwise similar to Ref. [281], described above. The Z′ boson is re-1910

constructed as a single AK8 jet and produces a local excess in the mSD spectrum. The main1911

background, coming from photons produced in association with jets from SM processes, is de-1912

termined using a variation of the ABCD method with additional correction factors to account1913

for the statistical dependencies of the variables. The mSD distribution for the SR is shown in1914

Fig. 32.1915

6.2.1.3 Search for low-mass resonances decaying into bottom quark-antiquark pairs1916

1917

An analysis searching for new spin-0 resonances decaying into bottom quark-antiquark pairs,1918

with resonance masses between 50 and 350 GeV is described in Ref. [282].1919

The analysis follows the general strategy of Ref. [281], a search for low-mass, boosted dijet res-1920

onances, and adapts it for new scalar resonances decaying into bb pairs, using a data sample1921

corresponding to Lint = 36 fb−1, taken during 2016. Resonances are produced with high pT1922

because of significant ISR, ensuring events pass stringent trigger restrictions set by bandwidth1923

limitations. In such events, the decay products of the resonance are reconstructed as a sin-1924

gle large-radius jet with jet substructure consistent with originating from two b quarks. Both1925

AK8 and CA15 jets are considered as candidates, with pT thresholds of 450 and 500 GeV, re-1926

spectively. The AK8 algorithm provides better sensitivity at signal masses less than 175 GeV,1927

while the CA15 algorithm provides better sensitivity at higher masses. Jet substructure tech-1928

niques and dedicated b-tagging algorithms are used to distinguish the signal from the QCD1929

background. The signal is identified as a narrow resonance in the mSD spectrum. The main al-1930

gorithm for distinguishing signal jets from the QCD background, called the “double-b tagger,”1931
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is a multivariate algorithm based on boosted decision trees, and uses kinematic information1932

from tracks and SVs relative to two leading subjet axes. The N1
2 [264, 265] variable is also1933

used to further distinguish the two-pronged signal jets from QCD jets. The mSD distribution is1934

shown for a representative category in Fig. 33.1935

6.2.1.4 Search for a prompt dark photon resonance decaying into two muons including1936

data scouting1937

Reference [178] presents a search for a narrow resonance, in the 11.5 to 200 GeV mass range,1938

decaying into a pair of oppositely charged muons. For masses less than ≈40 GeV, a dedicated1939

scouting trigger (as discussed in Section 4.1.2) with an exceptionally low muon pT threshold1940

was used. For higher masses, standard triggers were used. The data correspond to Lint = 971941

and 137 fb−1 for the scouting and conventional triggering strategies, respectively. The dimuon1942

mass resolution depends strongly on the pseudorapidity of the muons. Therefore, events are1943

divided into two categories. The barrel category consists of events in which both muons are1944

in the barrel region, and the forward category contains events in which at least one of the two1945

muons is not in the barrel region.1946

In the high-mass search performed with the standard triggers, events are required to have at1947

least one well-reconstructed PV and two oppositely charged muons. The muons are required1948

to be isolated and to pass selection requirements based on the quality of their reconstructed1949

tracks. In the search performed using the scouting triggers, events are required to contain two1950

muons of opposite charge that are consistent with originating from the same vertex, with sim-1951

ilar requirements on muon isolation and track quality as in the search using standard triggers.1952

The dimuon invariant mass distribution is shown for a representative category in Fig. 34.1953

6.2.1.5 Search for prompt dimuon resonances with data scouting1954

An analysis [177] similar to the one described in Section 6.2.1.4 is performed to search for1955
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dimuon resonances with masses below the Υ(1S) resonance in the range of 1.1–2.6 GeV and1956

4.2–7.9 GeV using data collected by the dimuon scouting trigger during 2017–2018 with Lint =1957

97 fb−1.1958

The event candidate is required to have at least one PV reconstructed by the HLT system and1959

to contain a pair of oppositely charged muons originating from this vertex. To identify good-1960

quality muon candidates, two multi-variate analysis (MVA) discriminants are used depending1961

on the reconstructed dimuon mass, optimized for the signal kinematic properties in each mass1962

range. The MVA identification utilizes information on the quality of the muon tracks, the rela-1963

tive isolation of the muon, and the vertex associated with the muons. Different vertex displace-1964

ment criteria with respect to the beam spot are imposed in different mass ranges to account1965

for the increased uncertainty in the PV position from the larger boost of the dimuon system1966

and hence the more collinear tracks for smaller dimuon masses. The dimuon invariant mass1967

distribution with both selections is shown in Fig. 35.1968

6.2.2 High-mass resonance searches1969

While resonances decaying into leptons have been excluded over a wide mass range and down1970

to small couplings, resonances decaying into quarks are more challenging to detect because of1971

the multijet background at hadronic colliders. Searches for resonances decaying into a quark1972

pair have been performed mainly at high masses (e.g., m > 1000 GeV) in the dijet final state,1973

while the low-mass range (e.g., m < 200 GeV) has been covered by the search for boosted1974

resonances reconstructed as a single large-radius jet.1975

Three resonance searches are described in this section. We discuss a search for dijet resonances1976

in events with three jets (which targets more mid-range masses), a search for high-mass dijet1977

resonances, and a search for high-mass dilepton resonances.1978

The sensitivities of the searches in this section to a range of simplified DM models are shown1979

in Section 7.1.1980

6.2.2.1 Search for dijet resonances using events with three jets1981

The search presented in Ref. [179] combines the data scouting technique with the requirement1982

of an additional jet with high pT to enhance signal sensitivity in the low-mass region. The1983

analysis is performed on part of the data collected in 2016 (corresponding to Lint = 18.3 fb−1)1984
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when the trigger threshold was particularly low (HT > 240 GeV) in an attempt to extend the1985

search to the lowest mass possible.1986

This analysis uses wide jets to recover the energy from final-state radiation, improving the1987

dijet mass resolution. A selection on the η separation is used to suppress and reduce the QCD1988

multijet background, which is dominated by t-channel production of jets. A bump search is1989

then performed on the dijet mass spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 36.1990

6.2.2.2 Search for high-mass dijet resonances1991

There are several models [23, 24, 42, 43] in which DM mediators arise from an interaction be-1992

tween quarks and DM. The natural width of such mediators, which will appear as dijet reso-1993

nances, increases with the coupling and may vary from narrow to broad, as defined in com-1994

parison to the experimental resolution. In Ref. [277], we describe a largely model-independent1995

search for narrow or broad s-channel dijet resonances with masses greater than 1.8 TeV, shown1996

in Fig. 37. We use data corresponding to Lint = 137 fb−1 collected in Run 2.1997

Each of the two leading jets is formed into a “wide jet” using an algorithm introduced for1998

previous CMS dijet searches in Ref. [284]. The SR is defined by vetoing events with a large η1999

separation between the jets, which maximizes the search sensitivity for isotropic decays of dijet2000

resonances in the presence of QCD dijet background.2001

The main background from QCD multijet production is predicted by fitting the mjj distribution2002

with an empirical functional form. For mjj > 2.4 TeV, a new background estimation method is2003
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introduced, which predicts the background from a CR where the pseudorapidity separation of2004

the two jets, |∆η|, is large. This new background estimation method yields smaller systematic2005

uncertainties.2006

Mediators with intrinsic widths larger than 50% have also been probed in CMS dijet events2007

in a dedicated analysis of the dijet angular distributions [285] using a data set corresponding2008

to Lint = 36 fb−1 at
√

s = 13 TeV. While constraints on gq from the dijet angular analysis are2009

not competitive with the dijet resonance search, the dijet angular analysis allows to extend the2010

excluded range of widths from 50 to 100% for mediator masses <4.6 TeV.2011

6.2.2.3 Search for new physics in high-mass dilepton final state2012

Various theoretical models have been proposed in which DM particles interact with those of2013

the SM via high-mass, weakly coupled mediator particles [286]. The decay of these mediator2014

particles into SM particles could be observed through dilepton final states. A search for BSM2015

physics using electron or muon pairs with high invariant mass [65] is sensitive to such mediator2016

particles. Standard reconstruction techniques are used for high-pT electrons and muons in this2017

search; however, dedicated identification selection criteria are employed to ensure that high2018

efficiency is maintained for both electrons [287] and muons [288]. The pp collision data at2019 √
s = 13 TeV collected in 2016–2018 are used in the search, corresponding to Lint up to 140 fb−1.2020

The SM background processes are modeled with simulation (except for leptons produced in-2021

side jets or jets misidentified as leptons, which are estimated from CRs in data) and are nor-2022
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Figure 38: The invariant mass distribution of pairs of (left) electrons and (right) muons ob-
served in data (black dots with statistical uncertainties) and expected from the SM processes
(stacked histograms), in the high-mass dilepton search. For the dimuon channel, a prescaled
trigger with a pT threshold of 27 GeV was used to collect events in the normalization region
(NR) with dimuon mass less than 120 GeV. The corresponding offline threshold is 30 GeV.
Events in the SR corresponding to masses greater than 120 GeV are collected using an un-
prescaled single-muon trigger. The bin width gradually increases with mass. The ratios of
the data yields after background subtraction to the expected background yields are shown in
the lower plots. The blue shaded band represents the combined statistical and systematic un-
certainties in the background. Signal contributions expected from simulated resonances are
shown. Figures adapted from Ref. [65].

malized to the observed data yields in a mass window of 60–120 GeV around the Z boson peak,2023

separately for the dielectron and dimuon channels. The search for resonant signatures is per-2024

formed in a mass window around the assumed resonance mass, whose size depends on the2025

assumed intrinsic decay width of the resonance and the mass-dependent detector resolution.2026

A range of masses and widths is scanned to provide results covering a wide selection of signal2027

models. Unbinned maximum likelihood fits are performed inside the mass windows, allowing2028

the background normalization to be determined from the data. Through setting upper lim-2029

its on the ratio of the product of the production cross section and the branching fraction of a2030

new narrow dilepton resonance to that of the SM Z boson, many experimental and theoretical2031

uncertainties common to both measurements cancel out or are reduced, leaving only uncertain-2032

ties in the ratio that vary with the dilepton mass to be considered. The dielectron and dimuon2033

invariant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 38.2034

6.2.3 Other signatures2035

In this Section, we describe searches for visible and prompt signatures that do not fall into the2036

low- and high-mass resonance categories described in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, respectively. The2037

searches described here include a search for fractionally charged particles, a search for SUEPs,2038

a search for stealth or RPV top squarks, a search for ALPs in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions,2039

and a search using the missing-mass technique in CMS and CMS-TOTEM events.2040

6.2.3.1 Search for fractionally charged particles (FCPs)2041

In the search for LLPs carrying a fraction of the electron charge, i.e., QFCP = εe, where ε is lower2042
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than 1, described in Ref. [215], we consider a signal generated via DY production using a data2043

set corresponding to Lint = 138 fb−1 at
√

s = 13 TeV. The experimental signature of an FCP2044

is close to that of a muon, but with a larger mass and a lower charge. Therefore, we require2045

events to contain exactly one or two high-pT isolated muons.2046

The analysis strategy relies on the measurement of the ionization loss per unit length (dE/dx)2047

associated with the hits in the modules of the CMS silicon tracker (described in Section 4.4.6).2048

The energy loss process in silicon is stochastic; the most probable hit dE/dx value for a muon2049

is around 3 MeV/cm. A low-charge particle is expected to deposit lower amounts of energy,2050

systematically across all hits. The scaling goes with the square of the FCP charge, as described2051

by the Bethe-Bloch function. To discriminate signal from background, we build a binomial2052

distribution by asking the following question for each hit on a track: is the dE/dx less than2053

a threshold value? The threshold is adapted layer-by-layer to take into account experimental2054

effects such as radiation damage to a module. The variable Nlow dE/dx
hits is the total number of2055

hits on a track that pass the requirement, shown in Fig. 39 for 2018 data. It accumulates at2056

small values for charge e particles such as muons and extends to larger values as the charge2057

decreases.2058
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Figure 39: Distribution of Nlow dE/dx
hits in the search and CRs for the early 2018 data set, in the

search for fractionally charged particles. The middle (lower) panels show the ratio of the num-
ber of tracks observed in the CR (SR) and the fit function. Figure taken from Ref. [215].

We fit the Nlow dE/dx
hits distribution in the CR to estimate our background and compare it to the2059

observation in the SR.2060

6.2.3.2 Search for soft unclustered energy patterns2061

A search for SUEPs arising from the decay of a heavy scalar mediator is reported in Ref. [289].2062

Motivated by HV models with a dark-QCD sector and large ’t Hooft coupling, the signature2063

of a SUEP is a high multiplicity of spherically distributed low-momentum charged particles2064

in the final state. The data, which correspond to Lint = 138 fb−1, were collected in 2016–20182065

using traditional hadronic triggers, which often select events with high-pT ISR jets. As a result,2066

boosted topologies are favored in this analysis. The charged particle tracks in the event are2067

clustered into wide jets and of the two leading jets, the jet with the larger number of constituent2068

tracks is chosen to be the SUEP candidate. An example signal event is shown in Fig. 40.2069

The primary background in this search comes from QCD multijet events with a large number2070

of tracks. This search utilizes a novel approach to predict the background by estimating the2071
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contribution from traditional processes directly from data using an “extended” version of the2072

ABCD method described in Section 4.7.3 [244].2073

The sensitivity of the search is shown in Section 7.2.4.3.2074

6.2.3.3 Search for stealth top squarks2075

As detailed in Section 2.2.2.3, models of stealth SUSY result in final states where the typical2076

pmiss
T of SUSY searches is replaced with additional visible objects, which are jets in the models2077

considered here. The search described in Ref. [290] targets pair production of top squarks with2078

decays via the stealth sector through the vector portal (labeled ‘SYY’), resulting in a final state2079

with two top quarks and six gluons.2080

The search selects events with exactly one electron or muon, at least seven jets, and at least2081

one b-tagged jet, using data corresponding to Lint = 137 fb−1, collected in 2016–2018. No2082

requirement is placed on pmiss
T . The signal is distinguished from the background by means2083

of a neural network that uses the jet kinematics as well as overall event shape variables as2084

input features. Crucially, the network was trained to be independent of the jet multiplicity by2085

using the gradient reversal technique. This enabled the background estimation to be done via a2086

simultaneous fit to the jet multiplicity distribution in four bins of the neural network score. The2087

jet multiplicity is modeled with a recursive fit function based on QCD jet scaling patterns. The2088

distribution of the neural network score for 2017–2018 data and simulation is shown in Fig. 41.2089

The sensitivity of the search is shown in Section 7.2.2.2.2090

6.2.3.4 Search for axion-like particles in ultraperipheral PbPb collisions2091

The CMS Collaboration has searched for ALPs (Section 2.1.2.5) that couple to photons in PbPb2092
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UPCs [219]. UPCs are defined as collisions in which the impact parameter is larger than twice2093

the nucleus radius, where passing heavy ions do not break up and are so close that their2094

electromagnetic fields are intense enough to interact as quasi-real photon beams. The PbPb2095

collisions provide an enhancement of a factor given by the atomic number to the power of2096

four for photon-photon scattering processes as compared to pp collisions, since the photon2097

flux scales as the atomic number squared of the emitting ion. The production of a resonant2098

ALP (γγ → a → γγ) is expected to modify the rate of the light-by-light scattering process2099

(γγ → γγ) that shares the same final state.2100

Potential backgrounds to ALPs production include the major nonresonant light-by-light pro-2101

cess, the quantum electrodynamics γγ → e+e− process where both electrons are misidentified2102

as photons, and the central exclusive production (CEP) gg → γγ where the exclusive dipho-2103

tons are produced via strong interactions. Events with exactly two photons with ET > 2 GeV2104

and |η| < 2.4, no extra charged particles, and no calorimeter activity are selected. The nonex-2105

clusive diphoton background is eliminated by requiring events to have diphoton acoplanarity2106

Aφ < 0.01 and diphoton transverse momentum pγγ
T < 1 GeV. The diphoton acoplanarity distri-2107

bution, before the criterion on this variable is applied, is shown in Fig. 42. The measured dipho-2108

ton invariant mass distribution is used to search for possible narrow diphoton resonances. The2109

sensitivity of the search is discussed in Section 7.1.2.5.2110

6.2.3.5 Search for new physics in central exclusive production using the missing-mass2111

technique with CMS and CMS-TOTEM2112

Studies of CEP processes in high-energy pp collisions provide a unique method to access a class2113

of physics processes, such as new physics via anomalous production of fermions, V bosons2114

(where V is a γ, W, or Z boson), high-pT jet production, and possibly the production of new2115

resonances or pair production of new particles. The addition of new detectors further extends2116

the coverage and enhances the sensitivity of the LHC experiments thus offering a new oppor-2117
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tunity to explore processes and final states previously not covered. The CMS-TOTEM PPS [216]2118

allows the surviving scattered protons during standard running conditions in regular “high-2119

luminosity” fills to be measured [217] (Section 4.5).2120

A generic search for a hypothetical massive particle X produced in association with one or more2121

SM particles in CEP processes is performed [291]. In the interaction, the two colliding protons2122

survive after exchanging two colorless particles and can be recorded in the PPS. The detection2123

and precise measurement of both forward protons allows a full kinematic reconstruction of the2124

event, including the four-momentum of X measured from the balance between the tagged SM2125

particle(s) and the forward protons. This technique—the “missing-mass” technique—allows2126

for searches for BSM particles without assumptions about their decay properties, except that2127

the decay width can be considered narrow enough to produce a resonant mass peak, thus2128

providing a new tool for generic BSM searches. A search for a massive particle produced in2129

association with a Z boson or a photon in the final state is considered, using data samples2130

corresponding to Lint = 37 and 2.3 fb−1, respectively.2131

The excellent proton momentum reconstruction of PPS allows us to search for missing-mass2132

signatures at high invariant masses with unprecedented resolution. In this high-mass range,2133

EW processes are generally enhanced relative to QCD-induced processes. The main goal is the2134

search for a γγ-induced exclusive production process in which an unspecified weakly interact-2135

ing BSM particle with a narrow decay width is produced. No assumption is made on its decay2136

properties. Leptonically decaying Z bosons or an isolated photon are selected in the central2137

detector, and the missing mass is constructed from the kinematics of the reconstructed boson2138

in the central detector and the final-state protons in PPS (Fig. 43). A hypothetical X resonance2139

is searched for in the mass region between 0.6 and 1.6 TeV.2140

6.3 Searches for long-lived particles2141

As mentioned in Section 4.4, scenarios with LLPs can provide a DM candidate. Here we de-2142

scribe the signatures and searches for LLPs in CMS that provide sensitivity to the DS. We first2143

describe searches for LLPs that decay into displaced leptons in Section 6.3.1, then searches for2144

LLPs that decay hadronically in Section 6.3.2, and lastly searches for LLPs and pmiss
T in Sec-2145

tion 6.3.3.2146

6.3.1 Displaced leptons2147

Displaced leptons provide a powerful handle to identify LLP decays while maintaining sensi-2148

tivity to a wide range of models. Events with displaced leptons have a clean signature because2149

of the reduced background contribution from SM processes. In this section, we describe several2150

displaced-lepton analyses with distinct signatures. The reconstruction of displaced signatures2151

with the tracker is described in detail in Section 4.4.1 and the reconstruction of displaced muons2152

is described in detail in Section 4.4.4.2153

6.3.1.1 Search for displaced leptons in eµ, ee, and µµ final states2154

The analysis described in Ref. [243] is carried out on a pp collision data set corresponding to2155

Lint = 115 fb−1 at
√

s = 13 TeV. This analysis targets the displaced lepton signature by study-2156

ing events with at least two leptons (any combination of electrons and muons) with transverse2157

impact parameters between 0.01 and 10 cm. Requiring two such leptons with transverse mo-2158

menta thresholds varying from 35 to 75 GeV, depending on lepton flavor and data-taking year,2159

and relatively little nearby activity is sufficient to reject nearly all SM backgrounds without2160

placing any requirements on the dilepton charge product or flavor combination, constraining2161
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Figure 43: Missing-mass distributions in the Z → µµ final state of the CMS and CMS-TOTEM
search using the missing-mass technique. The distributions are shown for protons recon-
structed with (from left to right) the multi-multi, multi-single, single-multi, and single-single
methods, respectively. The background distributions are shown after the fit. The lower panels
display the ratio between the data and the background model, with the arrows indicating val-
ues lying outside the displayed range. The expectations for a signal with mX = 1000 GeV are
superimposed and normalized to 1 pb. Figure taken from Ref. [291].

other event properties (such as hadronic activity or pmiss
T ), or requiring that the leptons form2162

a common vertex. The signature for this search is shown in Fig. 44. This approach allows the2163

analysis to be sensitive to effectively any new physics process that involves at least one LLP2164

whose decay includes at least two leptons or two LLPs whose decays each include at least one2165

lepton. This is the only CMS Run 2 search for displaced leptons where the leptons are not2166

required to come from a common SV.2167

This analysis uses dilepton triggers that do not require the leptons to originate from the colli-2168

sion point. The SM background is dominated by leptons with poorly measured displacement2169

values, and care is taken to reject sources of genuine displaced leptons such as cosmic ray2170

muons, displaced decays of SM mesons, and material interactions. The SM background esti-2171

mate uses the ABCD method described in Section 4.7.3 within 15 orthogonal SRs that differ in2172
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lepton flavor, displacement, and momentum, an approach that maximizes the sensitivity to a2173

range of LLP masses and lifetimes.2174

The sensitivity of this search to Higgs boson decays to LLPs is discussed in Section 7.2.4.4.2175
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1 Introduction and Theoretical Motivation

t̃t̃ ! be bµ

The discovery of a new boson with a mass of roughly 126 GeV
[1, 2], whose properties are, to-date, consistent with a stan-
dard model (SM) Higgs boson, has underscored the impor-
tance of investigating models that are designed to account
for the mathematical inconsistencies that are consequences
of introducing the Higgs potential.

For this search, the most relevant of these unsolved issues
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Figure 44: A diagram of a simulated signal event in the inclusive displaced-leptons search,
from a transverse view of the interaction point, in the analysis presented in Ref. [243]. The
black arrows indicate the lepton transverse impact parameter vectors.

6.3.1.2 Search for displaced muon pairs2176

Reference [132] presents an inclusive search for an exotic massive LLP decaying into a pair of2177

oppositely charged muons (“dimuon”) originating from a common SV. The SV can be spatially2178

separated from the pp interaction point by a distance ranging from several hundred µm to2179

several meters. The analysis uses muons produced within the silicon tracker, which can be2180

reconstructed by both the tracker and the muon system, as well as muons produced in the outer2181

tracker layers or beyond, which are reconstructed by only the muon system. The data sample2182

corresponds to Lint = 98 fb−1. The minimal set of requirements and loose event selection2183

criteria used in the search allow us to be sensitive to a wide range of LLP models. Figure 452184

shows the distribution of a key discriminating variable, namely, the minimum d0 significance,2185

for globally reconstructed dimuon pairs with 2018 data.2186

Reference [292] presents a continuation and extension of the search for displaced dimuons pro-2187

duced within and beyond the tracker described in Ref. [132]. The search is based on data2188

collected during 2022 at
√

s = 13.6 TeV, corresponding to Lint = 36.6 fb−1 and recorded with2189

an improved set of HLT and level-1 trigger algorithms [183], aimed at increasing the signal2190

efficiency by lowering the pT thresholds as much as possible without increasing the resulting2191

trigger rate considerably. Overall, the addition of the new trigger algorithms improves the trig-2192

ger efficiency for LLPs with a mass of a few tens of GeV and displacement &0.1 cm by a factor2193

of 2 to 4, depending on displacement and mass, as compared to Run 2.2194

The sensitivity of this search to HAHM scenarios is shown in Section 7.2.2.1 and the sensitivity2195

to Higgs boson decays to LLPs is shown in Section 7.2.4.4.2196

6.3.1.3 Search for displaced dimuons in final states with 4µ+X2197

Reference [293] describes another analysis that uses displaced muons to search for evidence of2198

DS particles. In this analysis, we search for the production of two LLPs per event, selecting2199
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Figure 45: Comparison of the number of events observed in 2018 data with the expected
number of background events, as a function of the smaller of the two d0 significance values
(min(d0/σd0

)) for pairs of muons that are globally reconstructed in the tracker and muon sys-
tem (TMS), in the search for displaced muon pairs. The black points with error bars show
the number of observed events; the green and yellow components of the stacked histograms
represent the estimated numbers of DY and QCD events, respectively. The last bin includes
events in the overflow. The uncertainties in the total expected background (shaded area) are
statistical only. Signal contributions expected from simulated decays of exotic Higgs bosons to
dark Z bosons, with Z boson masses of 20 and 50 GeV are shown in red and blue, respectively.
Their yields are set to the corresponding combined median expected exclusion limits at 95%
CL, scaled up as indicated in the legend to improve visibility. Figure taken from Ref. [132].

pairs of displaced dimuons reconstructed in the tracker in a data sample with Lint = 36 fb−1.2200

Events that can mimic the signal come from pair-production of bottom quarks through QCD2201

processes (QCD bb), double J/ψ production, and EW processes. The 2D distribution of the2202

invariant masses of the isolated dimuon systems is shown in Fig. 46.2203

In the case of the QCD bb background, CRs in data are used to estimate its contribution, while2204

for the J/ψ and EW processes, such as ZZ → 4µ and Z∗/γ → 2µ (where a second Z boson is2205

radiated and decays into a muon pair), the backgrounds are estimated with CRs in data and2206

from simulation, respectively.2207

The sensitivity of this search to HAHM scenarios is shown in Section 7.2.2.1.2208

6.3.1.4 Search for displaced dimuon resonances with data scouting2209

Scouting triggers such as those described in Section 4.1.2 also provide opportunities for DS2210

searches with displaced leptons. A search for narrow, long-lived dimuon resonances [294] is2211

performed based on data collected during Run 2 in 2017 and 2018, using a dedicated dimuon2212

scouting trigger stream. The selected data correspond to Lint = 101 fb−1. The rate of scouting2213

triggers is higher than that of the standard triggers allowing less stringent requirements on the2214

muon pT. This enables dimuon resonance searches across mass and lifetime ranges that are2215

otherwise inaccessible; in particular, the search described here has sensitivity to masses in the2216

1–3 GeV range. The scouting trigger algorithms used in this search select events containing2217

muons with pT > 3 GeV. The search targets narrow, low-mass, long-lived resonances decaying2218

into a pair of oppositely charged muons, where the lifetime of the LLP is such that the trans-2219

verse displacement (lxy) of its decay vertex is within 11 cm of the PV. Muon tracks are used in2220

pairs to form dimuon vertices, considering all possible pairings. These vertices are considered2221

to be candidate SVs, and they may be displaced from the PV or not. The dimuon invariant2222
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Figure 46: Distribution of the invariant masses m(µµ)1 vs. m(µµ)2 of the isolated dimuon sys-
tems, in the search for displaced dimuons in final states with 4µ+X. Triangles represent data
events passing all the selection criteria and falling in the SR m(µµ)1 ≈ m(µµ)2 (outlined by
dashed lines), and white bullets represent data events that pass all selection criteria but fall
outside the SR. Figure taken from Ref. [293].
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Figure 47: The dimuon invariant mass distribution from the search for displaced dimuon res-
onances with data scouting, shown in bins of lxy as obtained from all selected dimuon events.
Figure taken from Ref. [176].

mass distribution in bins of lxy is shown in Fig. 47. The signal is expected to appear as a narrow2223

peak on the dimuon mass continuum, with a resonance width smaller than the experimental2224

mass resolution. Events are required to contain at least one pair of oppositely charged muons2225

associated with a selected SV, and those that contain a single muon pair are then categorized2226

according to transverse displacement and the pT and isolation of the muon pair. In each cat-2227

egory, we define mass windows sliding along the dimuon invariant mass spectrum, and we2228

perform a search for a resonant peak in each mass window.2229

The sensitivity of the search to Higgs boson decays to LLPs is discussed in Section 7.2.4.4.2230
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6.3.2 Hadronic LLP decays2231

Hadronic decays of LLPs can provide sensitivity to a large variety of DS models. Here we2232

describe several CMS searches that utilize hadronic LLP decays. The decay positions of the2233

LLPs targeted in these searches span a wide range, including decays in the tracker, calorimeters,2234

and even in the muon system.2235

6.3.2.1 Search for LLPs decaying into displaced jets2236

In Ref. [187], we present a model-independent search for LLPs decaying into jets, with at least2237

one LLP having a decay vertex within the tracker acceptance, which goes up to≈550 mm in the2238

plane transverse to the beam direction. The data sample corresponds to Lint = 132 fb−1. Events2239

were collected with dedicated displaced-jets triggers, which select jets with small numbers2240

of prompt tracks or with displaced tracks. With these tracking requirements, the HT trigger2241

threshold has been lowered from 1000 to 430 GeV, which significantly increases the trigger2242

efficiencies for a large variety of models with LLPs.2243

After the trigger selections, we look for all possible pairs of jets in a given event. For each jet2244

pair (dijet), we attempt to reconstruct one DV using the displaced tracks associated with the2245

two jets.2246

The vertex reconstruction is performed using the adaptive vertex fitter described in 4.4.1. The2247

properties of the DV, such as the number of tracks and the transverse displacement signifi-2248

cance, provide discrimination power to distinguish LLP signatures from SM backgrounds. The2249

distribution of the vertex track multiplicity is shown in Fig. 48. The relations among the DV,2250

displaced tracks, and the dijet are also examined to construct more discriminating variables.2251

Using these variables, a multivariate classifier based on a GBDT is developed to further im-2252

prove the signal-to-background discrimination. The use of displaced jet tagging is described in2253

detail in Section 4.4.2.2254

The sensitivity of the search to Higgs boson decays to LLPs is presented in Section 7.2.4.4.2255

The sensitivities to models containing heavy Z′ and heavy HD bosons are described in Sec-2256

tion 7.2.4.5.2257

6.3.2.2 Search for new physics with displaced vertices2258

This inclusive and largely model-independent search for pair-produced LLPs that decay2259

hadronically focuses on LLPs with mean proper decay lengths less than 100 mm [184]. The re-2260

construction of DVs is detailed in Section 4.4.1. To perform the search, the LLP decay positions2261

are reconstructed as DVs, which are formed from charged particle tracks using a custom vertex2262

reconstruction algorithm. The search is performed using data corresponding to Lint = 140 fb−1
2263

from 2015–2018, collected at
√

s = 13 TeV, and relies on events collected with HT triggers that2264

require large jet activity. After forming the DVs, a series of selection criteria are used to sup-2265

press backgrounds. For instance, to eliminate backgrounds originating from material interac-2266

tions, the DVs are required to be located within the radius of the beam pipe. Several other2267

criteria are additionally used in the search to distinguish signal from background, including2268

requirements on the uncertainty in the beamspot-to-vertex distance, which is crucial for miti-2269

gating backgrounds from genuine b quark decay vertices, as well as a requirement that each2270

signal-like vertex be formed from at least five charged particle tracks, to reduce combinatorial2271

backgrounds. The primary search variable is the distance between two signal-like vertices in2272

the x-y plane (dVV), shown in Fig. 49, as the LLPs considered are often expected to be pro-2273

duced back-to-back and to each have large x-y displacement, while the separation between2274

background vertices tends to be smaller.2275
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The sensitivities of the search to models containing heavy Z′ and heavy HD bosons are shown2276

in Section 7.2.4.5.2277
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Figure 49: The distribution of distances between vertices in the x-y plane, dVV, for the
displaced-vertices search, for three simulated multijet signals each with a mass of 1600 GeV,
with the background template distribution overlaid. The production cross section for each sig-
nal model is assumed to be the lower limit excluded by Ref. [295], corresponding to values of
0.8, 0.25, and 0.15 fb for the samples with cτ0 = 0.3, 1.0, and 10 mm, respectively. The last bin
includes the overflow events. The two vertical pink dashed lines separate the regions used in
the fit. Figure taken from Ref. [184].

6.3.2.3 Searches for emerging jets2278

Emerging jet phenomena may be observable at the LHC detectors when the DS is strongly2279

coupled and the composite dark mesons have a finite lifetime comparable to the detector size,2280

as described in the HV description in Section 2.2.4. The signature of an EJ differs from that2281

of an SM jet in that the associated tracks will originate from many vertices, which can appear2282

at various distances from the collision point depending on the dark meson lifetimes. The axis2283

of each vertex within the jet points radially from the collision point. Dark quark production2284

occurs via the decay of a complex scalar mediator Φ, which is charged under both SM QCD2285

and dark QCD. The mediator is produced in pairs at the LHC primarily through gluon-gluon2286

fusion, and it decays into a dark quark and SM quark: ΦΦ† → qdarkqq′q ′dark.2287

The displacement features from tracks associated with a jet are used to tag the EJ signal. Be-2288

cause there are no dedicated triggers for this signature, an HT-based trigger is used, as the2289

signal includes multiple hard jets.2290

The first iteration of the search [296] uses a set of requirements on several jet- and track-based2291

variables to tag the EJs. This search uses a data set corresponding to Lint = 16 fb−1, which is2292

approximately half of the 2016 data [296].2293

The second iteration of the search [297] employs both a model-agnostic EJ tagger, similar to2294

the first search, and a more powerful, but model-dependent, graph neural network (GNN) EJ2295

tagger. Distributions of the output score of the GNN are shown in Fig. 50. The Run 2 data set2296

corresponding to Lint = 138 fb−1 is analyzed.2297
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ria applied in the analysis. The sums of the entries are normalized to unity. Figure taken from
Ref. [297].

The sensitivity of the search is shown in Section 7.2.4.2.2298

6.3.2.4 Search for decays of stopped LLPs2299

No particles with masses of the order of 100 GeV and significant lifetimes are present in the2300

SM. Therefore, any sign of them would be an indication of new physics. At the LHC, the LLPs2301

could stop inside the detector material if they lose all of their kinetic energy while traversing2302

the detector, which will typically occur for particles with initial velocities β < 0.5 [298]. This2303

energy loss can occur via nuclear processes if they are strongly interacting and/or through2304

ionization if they are charged. The observation of a stopped particle decay signature would2305

not only indicate new physics but also help measure the lifetime of LLPs, giving insights into2306

various BSM scenarios.2307

If these stopped LLPs have lifetimes longer than tens of nanoseconds, most of their decays2308

would be reconstructed as separate events unrelated to their production [299]. Owing to the2309

difficulty of differentiating between the LLP decay products and SM particles from LHC pp col-2310

lisions, these subsequent decays are most easily identified when there are no proton bunches in2311

the detector. The detector is quiet during these out-of-collision time periods with the exception2312

of rare noncollision backgrounds, such as cosmic rays, beam halo particles, and detector noise.2313

If LLPs come to a stop in the detector, they are most likely to do so in the densest detector2314

materials, which in the CMS detector are the ECAL, the HCAL, and the steel yoke in the muon2315

system. If the stopped LLPs decay in the calorimeters, relatively large energy deposits occur-2316

ring in the intervals between collisions could be observed. Furthermore, if the stopped LLPs2317

decay into muons, displaced muon tracks out of time with the collisions could be detected.2318

Both signatures require dedicated triggers to select events in between bunch crossings.2319

Two searches are performed for stopped LLPs that decay out of time with respect to the pres-2320

ence of proton bunches in the detector [206]. One search targets hadronic decays detected in2321
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Figure 51: The muon timing distribution in the DTs for 2016 data, simulated cosmic ray muon
events, and simulated signal events, for the muon channel of the stopped-LLPs search. The
gray bands indicate the statistical uncertainty in the simulation. The histograms are normalized
to unit area. Figure taken from Ref. [206].

the calorimeters and the other looks for decays into muon pairs in the muon system. These two2322

search channels are analyzed independently using data collected in 2015 and 2016 with sepa-2323

rate dedicated triggers. The triggers select calorimeter deposits or muons during gaps between2324

proton bunches in the LHC beams. The calorimeter (muon) search uses
√

s = 13 TeV data2325

corresponding to Lint = 38.6 (39.0) fb−1 collected with LHC pp collisions separated by 25 ns2326

during a search interval totaling 721 (744) hours. Figure 51 shows the muon timing distribution2327

used in the muon search.2328

6.3.3 Signatures with LLPs and pmiss
T2329

Some DS models lead to striking signatures with both displaced particles and significant pmiss
T .2330

This pmiss
T can arise from either stable particles, which could be a DM candidate, or from an2331

LLP that escapes the detector before decaying. These signatures often have very low levels of2332

SM backgrounds and can be sensitive to unique DS interpretations. Four of these searches are2333

described below.2334

6.3.3.1 Searches for neutral LLPs decaying in the muon system2335

Reference [300] describes the first search at the LHC that uses a muon detector as a sampling2336

calorimeter to identify showers produced by decays of LLPs. The analysis uses a data set corre-2337

sponding to Lint = 137 fb−1 collected during 2016–2018 with pmiss
T triggers. Based on a unique2338

detector signature, the search is largely model-independent, with sensitivity to a broad range2339

of LLP decay modes and to LLP masses as small as a few GeV. Decays of LLPs in the muon2340

detectors induce hadronic and electromagnetic showers, giving rise to a high hit multiplicity2341

in localized detector regions. The use of muon detector showers is described in detail in Sec-2342

tion 4.4.5.2343

This first search effort used the CSC endcap muon detectors. To identify displaced showers,2344

the CSC hits are clustered to form CSC clusters with a large hit multiplicity, which has a high2345

efficiency of about 80% for dd and bb decays and 65% for τ+τ− decays. A number of selections2346

are applied to suppress SM background clusters from punch-through jets, muons that undergo2347

bremsstrahlung, and decays of SM LLPs, such as the neutral kaon K0
L.2348
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A second analysis, presented in Ref. [301], is an extension of the muon endcap search described2349

above and in Ref. [300]. This second analysis is the first search at the LHC that uses both the2350

barrel and endcap muon detectors as a sampling calorimeter to identify showers produced by2351

decays of LLPs. As in the previous search, the CSC/DT hits are clustered to form muon detector2352

showers with a large hit multiplicity to identify displaced showers in the muon detector. The2353

efficiency for this clustering is shown in Fig. 52.2354
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Figure 52: The cluster reconstruction efficiency as a function of the simulated r and |z| decay
positions of an LLP with a mass of 40 GeV and a range of cτ0 values between 1 and 10 m, for
the search for neutral LLPs decaying in the muon system. Figure taken from Ref. [301].

The sensitivity of the search to EJ signatures is presented in 7.2.4.2. The sensitivity of the search2355

to Higgs boson decays to LLPs is given in Section 7.2.4.4. The sensitivities to models containing2356

heavy Z′ and heavy HD bosons are provided in Section 7.2.4.5.2357

6.3.3.2 Search for inelastic dark matter2358

The traditional “mono-X” approach can be combined with searches for LLPs to probe new2359

models and new signatures. In this analysis [207], the final state of interest includes two dis-2360

placed, nonresonant muons that are produced collinearly with the ~p miss
T arising from the DM2361

production. The DM and the muons also recoil against an ISR jet. The muons are too soft to be2362

used for triggering, but by requiring the presence of a hard ISR jet in the final state, the use of2363

data recorded with pmiss
T triggers is possible. The data sample corresponds to Lint = 138 fb−1.2364

The results are interpreted in the context of an IDM model [71, 139, 140], described in Sec-2365

tion 2.2.3.2366

The event selection requires significant pmiss
T and hadronic activity. Two muons reconstructed2367

with the DSA muon reconstruction algorithm [204–206] are required. The DSA muon recon-2368

struction algorithm only uses information from the muon spectrometer system, but similar to2369

the approach developed in Ref. [132], different categories of events are defined depending on2370

whether the DSA muons can be matched to muons reconstructed using both the tracker and2371

muon spectrometer. The minimum displacement min-dxy distribution is shown in Fig. 53 for2372

the most sensitive category.2373

6.3.3.3 Search for new physics with delayed jets2374

This search [199] presents the first use of timing signatures with the ECAL to identify delayed2375

jets from the decays of heavy LLPs [302], using a data sample corresponding to Lint = 137 fb−1.2376
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The use of timing to provide sensitivity to LLPs is discussed in detail in Section 4.4.3. There2377

are two effects that contribute to the time delay of jets from the decay of heavy LLPs relative2378

to deposits from jets originating at the interaction point. First, the total path, composed of2379

the initial LLP trajectory and the subsequent jet trajectories, will be longer, and second, the2380

LLP will move with a lower velocity owing to its high mass, as was shown earlier in Fig. 16.2381

The two contributions are shown in Fig. 54 for a representative LLP signal model. The use of2382

this technique provides sensitivity to models with displacements significantly larger than those2383

allowed by tracker-based searches.2384

This search for heavy BSM LLPs also requires that the events contain significant pmiss
T . The2385

pmiss
T can originate from invisible particles in the final state or from decays occurring beyond2386

the detector acceptance. The pmiss
T is used as a trigger requirement as it allows substantially2387

lower thresholds than HT triggers. A series of selections is performed to reject backgrounds2388

from both prompt collisions and noncollision processes, such as cosmic ray muons and beam2389

halo. Example selections include using the tracker to veto deposits originating from the inter-2390

action point and using the muon systems to reject beam halo and cosmic ray muon deposits.2391

The remaining background components are individually characterized and their residual con-2392

tributions are predicted using CRs in data.2393

The sensitivities to models containing a heavy Z′ boson are discussed in Section 7.2.4.5.2394

6.3.3.4 Search for LLPs with trackless and out-of-time jets and pmiss
T2395

Another search [200], which uses timing information, targets events with LLP decays into2396

hadronically decaying Higgs or Z bosons with pmiss
T . Signal events are characterized by large2397

pmiss
T , either because of the production of particles that do not interact with the detector ma-2398

terial, or because of the LLP decaying at a macroscopic distance, outside of the calorimeters,2399

and by the presence of trackless and out-of-time (OOT) jets. A hadronic LLP decay in the outer2400

regions of the tracker or within the calorimeter volume will result in jets with a low track mul-2401
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locity of the parent particle, in the delayed-jets search [199]. For this model, which features
LLPs with proper decay lengths of 10 m and masses of 3 TeV, the lower velocity dominates the
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tiplicity (nearly trackless) and OOT with regard to the LHC collisions. The time delay is due to2402

the low speed of massive LLPs, heavier than 600 GeV, and the large flight distance to the outer2403

parts of the detector.2404

The search uses pmiss
T as a trigger selection and is performed on a data sample corresponding2405

to Lint = 138 fb−1. The features of the tracks and the electromagnetic calorimeter crystal hits2406

associated with the jets induced by the LLP decays are the inputs of a DNN that tags trackless2407

and OOT jets. The efficiency of the jet tagger as a function of LLP transverse decay length is2408

shown in Fig. 55.2409

The sensitivities of the search to models containing heavy Z′ and heavy HD bosons are pro-2410

vided in Section 7.2.4.5.2411

6.3.3.5 Search for new physics with at least one displaced vertex and pmiss
T2412

This search [185] targets LLPs in signatures with at least one DV and pmiss
T using pp collision2413

events taken during 2016–2018 at
√

s = 13 TeV. The reconstruction of DVs is detailed in Sec-2414

tion 4.4.1. This search expands on Ref. [184], which targets a pair of DVs and triggers on HT.2415

Compared to the search described in Section 6.3.2.2, this search aims to target DVs with low HT2416

and a broader range of displacement. A pmiss
T trigger is used to record events. A customized2417

vertex reconstruction algorithm, which takes displaced tracks and iteratively creates vertices2418

from them, is used to reconstruct DVs. A set of vertex selections is applied to avoid background2419

vertices from material interactions and SM backgrounds originating from decays of particles2420

with nonnegligible lifetimes, such as b hadrons. For LLP events with low HT, fewer displaced2421

tracks are available to be used for vertex reconstruction, and thus the vertex reconstruction effi-2422

ciency is smaller. To overcome this difficulty, this search only requires one DV, which improves2423

the search sensitivity to signal events with low HT and longer LLP lifetime. After the vertex2424

selections, the dominant source of background stems from the accidental crossing of tracks2425

originating from the pp collision, which are fit to a spurious vertex. To further mitigate such2426

background vertices, an interaction network, a machine-learning algorithm based on a GNN,2427

is used as an event classifier. The distribution of the output score of the interaction network is2428
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Figure 55: The efficiency of the jet tagger working point used in the trackless and OOT jets
and pmiss

T analysis shown as a function of the lab frame LLP transverse decay length. The
uncertainties shown account for lifetime dependence and statistical uncertainty. Figure taken
from Ref. [200].

shown in Fig. 56.2429

7 Results and reinterpretations2430

This section summarizes the results of the previously described DS searches performed by the2431

CMS experiment. None of the searches produce evidence for the existence of new physics. Ac-2432

cordingly, limits on model parameters are presented in the following. The results also include2433

reinterpretations of certain analyses in terms of DS models that are presented for the first time.2434

The results are organized in terms of the DS models introduced in Section 2.2435

7.1 Simplified dark sectors2436

For simplified models of DSs, limits are presented as a function of the essential parameters of2437

such models, which are the masses of the mediator (i.e., the portal) states, of the DM, as well as2438

couplings and, for FIP models, mixing strengths.2439

7.1.1 Spin-1 portal2440

7.1.1.1 Vector and axial-vector portal2441

Summaries of the 95% CL observed exclusion limits in the plane of the mediator mass and the2442

DM mass (the mmed-mDM plane) for different pmiss
T -based DM searches in the leptophobic vec-2443

tor and axial-vector models are presented in Table 4 and Fig. 57. Summaries of the 95% CL ob-2444

served exclusion limits for a nonleptophobic vector and axial-vector mediator are presented in2445

Fig. 58. In order to compare with various DD experiments, the 90% CL observed exclusion lim-2446

its from the vector (axial-vector) model are converted to upper limits on the spin-independent2447

(-dependent) DM-nucleon scattering cross section [24] and shown in Fig. 59, where σSI (σSD) is2448

the spin-independent (-dependent) DM-nucleon scattering cross section.2449

Cross section exclusions can be converted to limits on gq assuming the benchmark values for2450

the DM coupling gDM = 1.0 and DM mass mDM = mZ′/3 [312], following the procedure out-2451

lined in Ref. [313]. Briefly, in the narrow-width approximation, the dependence of the cross2452
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7.1.3 Fermion portal2534

Figure 69 presents 95% CL limits for the fermion portal model, obtained from the monojet2535

search [81]. In the specific model probed, the mediator Φ couples to DM particles and right-2536

handed u quarks with coupling strength λ = 1. Exclusions are presented in terms of the DM2537

mass and the mass of the mediator.2538
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Figure 69: Observed (solid line) and expected (dashed lines) exclusions at 95% CL in the mΦ-
mDM plane for the fermion portal model scenario obtained from the monojet search performed
using data collected in 2016–2018. Figure adapted from Ref. [81].

7.2 Extended dark sectors2539

7.2.1 The 2HDM+a scenario2540

This section presents results interpreted in the 2HDM+a, as described in Section 2.2.1. A sum-2541

mary table and a plot for the 95% CL observed exclusion limits in the ma-mA plane for different2542

pmiss
T -based DM searches from CMS are presented in Table 8 and Fig. 70, respectively. From the2543

figure it can be seen that the mono-Z analysis sets exclusion limits that depend on the ratio of2544

the pseudoscalar masses mA/ma ; this is because the process is dominated by resonant produc-2545

tion of the heavy scalar H and subsequent decay H → Za; an analogous situation occurs in the2546

mono-Higgs analysis, with the A → Ha channel being dominant instead. On the other hand,2547

the exclusion limit set by the monojet analysis is almost independent of mA; this is because2548

in this case the process reduces to the simplified model case with pmiss
T +ISR, and the heavier2549

pseudoscalar plays essentially no role.2550

Figure 71 summarizes searches for the 2HDM+a scenario that approach the problem from the2551

viewpoint of exotic decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson instead. If the a → χχ decay is not2552

kinematically allowed, searches for the visible products of the H → aa process are the most2553

stringent. Otherwise, the interpretation of the Higgs boson invisible decay limits in terms of2554

the 2HDM+a scenario gives the strongest limits.2555
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Table 8: Summary of 95% CL observed exclusion limits in the heavy pseudoscalar mass mA for
pmiss

T -based DM searches from CMS in the 2HDM+a scenario. Each search listed here used data
corresponding to Lint=137 fb−1.

Reference Channel 95% CL lower limit on mA [TeV]
[86] Mono-Z 1.2
[81] Monojet 0.39
[270] Mono-Higgs 1.0
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Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 333

JHEP 11 (2021) 153

Eur. Phys. J. C 79 (2019) 280

2HDM+a
tan = 1, sin = 0.35
mDM = 10GeV, yDM = 1
mA = mH = mH±

ma = mA

95% CL upper limits pmiss
T + Z( + ), 137 fb 1 

 

pmiss
T + j, 137 fb 1 

 

pmiss
T + h(bb), 36 fb 1 

 

36-137 fb 1 (13 TeV)

CMS

observed

expected

Figure 70: Observed (solid lines) and expected (dashed lines) exclusion regions at 95% CL in
the ma-mA plane for the 2HDM+a scenario arising from various “mono-X” searches performed
using data collected in 2016–2018 [81, 86, 270]. Following the recommendation of the LHC
DM Working Group [24, 25], the projection is performed for values of the other parameters as
follows: mH = mA = mH± , sin θ = 0.35, tan β = 1, mDM = 10 GeV, and yDM = 1.
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Figure 71: Exclusion regions at 95% CL in the ma-mDM plane for the 2HDM+a scenario arising
from searches for exotic and invisible decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson performed using data
collected in 2016–2018 [85, 318–321]. Following the recommendation of the LHC DM Work-
ing Group [24, 25], the projection is performed for values of the other parameters as follows:
mH = mA = mH± = 1 TeV, sin θ = 0.35, tan β = 1, and yDM = 1. The branching fractions
of the pseudoscalar boson to SM and DM particles are computed using the MADWIDTH [322]
functionality within MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO.
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7.2.2 Supersymmetry2556

7.2.2.1 Dark supersymmetry and Hidden Abelian Higgs model2557

Results interpreted in a dark SUSY scenario and in the HAHM, as described in Sections 2.2.2.22558

and 2.2.2.1, respectively, are presented in this section. Figure 72 shows a summary of LLP re-2559

sults for dark bosons, in contrast to the dark photon summary with prompt analyses shown2560

in Section 7.1.1.2. Three analyses are covered in this figure. The first is a search for displaced2561

dimuons [132] with a HAHM signal benchmark (Section 2.2.2.1). The second analysis, which2562

uses the same benchmark model, is a search for displaced dimuon resonances with data scout-2563

ing [294]. The third search evaluates the CMS sensitivity to displaced dimuons in final states2564

with 4µ + X in the context of a dark SUSY signal scenario (Section 2.2.2.2) [293]. For all three2565

searches, B(h → 2A′) = 1% is assumed. The Lint used for each analysis varies depending on2566

the available triggers and data sets at that time.2567
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Figure 72: Observed 95% CL exclusion contours in the plane defined by the kinetic mixing
parameter (ε) and the mass of the new dark boson. A summary of Run 2 CMS searches focusing
on displaced signatures is presented. Two of those searches, namely Refs. [132] (red) and [294]
(blue), consider the HAHM signal and use a final state with at least two muons (2µ + X), and
the latter one uses data scouting. The third search (orange) [293] uses a final state with at least
four muons (4µ + X) and a dark SUSY signal scenario.

7.2.2.2 Stealth supersymmetry2568

Stealth SUSY models are detailed in Section 2.2.2.3. The stealth SUSY search described in Sec-2569

tion 6.2.3.3 targeted top squark pair production with decays via the stealth vector portal, and2570

the limits on this model are shown in the upper plot in Fig. 73. However, other portals such2571
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as a Higgs portal are possible. The main difference between the two scenarios is that the six2572

gluons in the event are replaced by four b quarks, resulting in a reduction of the number of2573

jets in the event. However, the signal still features many more jets, as shown in Fig. 8, than the2574

dominant tt background, and thus, sensitivity to this model is still expected for this search. The2575

full analysis chain was used to interpret the results in the context of the stealth Higgs portal.2576

No changes were made to the original analysis.2577

The lower plot in Fig. 73 shows the expected and observed 95% CL upper limit on the product2578

of the top squark pair production cross section and branching fraction via the Higgs portal in2579

terms of the top squark mass. The branching fractions are assumed to be 100% for the chosen2580

decay chain: t̃ → tS̃, S̃ → SG̃, and S → bb. The observed (expected) mass exclusion is found2581

to be 570 (670) GeV, compared to 870 (920) GeV for the vector portal and 670 (720) GeV for the2582

RPV model. The sensitivity can be improved by explicitly taking advantage of the additional b2583

quarks expected from decays via the Higgs portal.2584

Considering the SYY and Higgs portal stealth SUSY models discussed above, if the singlino is2585

long lived, then dedicated LLP searches could be sensitive to these SUSY models. In addition to2586

the stealth SUSY search [290], four LLP-style searches, including the displaced-jets search [187],2587

the DVs search [184], the trackless- and OOT-jets search [200], and the muon system showers2588

search (MS clusters) [301] reinterpret their analyses for these stealth SUSY models, where the2589

proper decay length of the singlino (cτ̃S) ranges from 0.01 mm to 1000 mm. Figure 74 shows ob-2590

served exclusions on the product of the top squark pair production cross section and branching2591

fraction in terms of the top squark mass and proper decay length of the singlino for the SYY and2592

Higgs portal versions of the stealth SUSY model. Two singlino mass scenarios are considered:2593

where mS̃ = 100 GeV and where mS̃ = mt̃ − 225 GeV. The branching fractions are assumed to2594

be 100% for the decay chain for either the SYY (̃t → tS̃g, S̃→ SG̃, and S→ gg) or Higgs portal2595

(̃t → tS̃, S̃ → SG̃, and S → bb). Each exclusion contour bounds (bounding direction denoted2596

by hatching) the 2D parameter space that is excluded by the respective search.2597

7.2.3 Inelastic dark matter2598

The first dedicated collider search for IDM has been conducted by the CMS Collaboration [207]2599

and is described in Section 6.3.3.2. No evidence for the signal is observed. Limits at 95% CL2600

are set on the product of the DM production cross section and decay branching fraction of2601

the excited state σ(pp → A′ → χ2χ1)B(χ2 → χ1µ+µ−). These limits can be translated into2602

limits on the interaction strength y and the DM particle mass mDM, in terms of the mass split2603

∆ between the DM states and the coupling strength αdark of the DS gauge interaction. That2604

translation has a strong dependency both on αdark itself and on the dark photon (mediator)2605

mass mmed, therefore the results, shown in Fig. 75 for the 10% mass-split scenario, are presented2606

for the recommended mDM = mmed/3 choice and for two αdark hypotheses. For ∆ = 0.1 mDM,2607

at mDM = 3 and 80 GeV respectively, values of y greater than ≈10−7–10−6 are excluded for the2608

αdark = 0.1 hypothesis. Conversely, for the αdark = αEM hypothesis, values of y greater than2609

≈10−8–10−7 are excluded for the same mDM values. The A′-Z resonance effect greatly improves2610

the limits when mDM ' 30 GeV.2611

7.2.4 Hidden valleys2612

This section presents results interpreted in dark QCD models, as described in Section 2.2.4.2613

7.2.4.1 Semivisible jets2614

As explained in Section 6.1.3.1, we reinterpret the dijet resonance search and monojet DM2615
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Figure 73: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limit on the product of the top squark pair
production cross section and branching fraction in terms of the top squark mass for the stealth
SYY SUSY model (upper) and stealth SHH SUSY model (lower). Particle masses and branch-
ing fractions assumed for the model are included. The expected cross section is computed
at NNLO accuracy, improved by using the summation of soft gluons at next-to-next-to-leading
logarithmic (NNLL) order, and is shown in the red curve. Upper figure adapted from Ref. [290].
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Figure 74: Observed 95% CL exclusions of the product of the top squark pair production cross
section and branching fraction as functions of the top squark mass and proper decay length
of the singlino for the stealth SYY (left) and stealth SHH (right) SUSY model where the mass
of the singlino is 100 GeV (upper) and mt̃ − 225 GeV (lower). Exclusions are for the stealth
SUSY search [290] (dark green), the displaced vertices search [184] (gray), the displaced-jets
search [187] (red), the trackless- and OOT-jets search [200] (blue), and muon system showers
search (MS clusters) [301] (orange). The hatching direction on each contour denotes the region
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(Section 6.1.1.1). The hashed areas indicate the direction of the excluded area from the observed
limits.

search for the SVJ model. For the dijet resonance search, following Ref. [277], the background2616

estimation from CRs in data is used for signals with mZ′ ≥ 3 TeV, while the analytic fit-based2617

background estimation is used for lower mZ′ . For the reinterpretation of the monojet search,2618

we use the MADANALYSIS implementation [317].2619

The results from both reinterpretations are compared to the results from the dedicated SVJ2620

search, with and without the BDT tagger, in Fig. 76. The complementary sensitivities of each2621

strategy are clearly visible. The monojet search is more sensitive for large rinv values, and the2622

standard DM reinterpretation of the dijet search, effectively considering only Z′ → qq events,2623

also provides good sensitivity in this region. Accounting for the combination of effects of SVJ2624

model parameters on observables used in the monojet search, the most stringent exclusion is2625

found for rinv = 0.8, as this maximizes the overall selection efficiency for SVJ signals. For very2626

small rinv values, the reinterpreted dijet search provides the best sensitivity. At intermediate2627

rinv values, the dedicated SVJ search is the most sensitive, especially when the BDT is used to2628

identify SVJs, though the latter strategy introduces more model dependence. The advantage of2629

the dedicated strategy would increase with the branching fraction for Z′ → qdarkqdark, which2630

grows for larger gqdark
or smaller gq values.2631

These cross section limits can be interpreted as limits on gq for fixed parameter values gqdark
=2632

0.5 and mdark = 20 GeV, following the procedure described in Section 7.1.1.1. For both the2633

SVJ search and the reinterpretation of the monojet search, the initial and final states for the2634

procedure are qq and qdarkqdark, respectively. Those searches do not depend strongly on the Z′2635

boson width within the narrow-width regime, because the resolutions of the search variables2636

are intrinsically limited by the information lost in pmiss
T . In contrast, the resolution of the dijet2637

mass used in the dijet search is small enough that even minor increases in the mediator width2638

are visible [278]. Therefore, the existing gq exclusion from the dijet search is used directly;2639

though this underestimates the exclusion at small rinv, SVJ events do not contribute to the dijet2640

search limit for rinv & 0.1, so this is a reasonable approximation in the majority of the signal2641

model parameter space. Figure 77 shows the excluded values of gq for SVJ signals from all2642
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searches for two representative values rinv = 0.3 and 0.6. Only values that satisfy the narrow-2643

width approximation ΓZ′/mZ′ < 10% are shown. For rinv = 0.3, the acceptance of the SVJ2644

search is maximized, and even without the BDT tagger, it provides the strongest exclusions2645

for a wide range of Z′ boson masses. For rinv = 0.6, the BDT-based SVJ search still provides a2646

strong exclusion even as the search acceptance decreases, while the monojet search has the best2647

exclusion at small mZ′ . The rinv = 1 case is equivalent to the vector DM simplified model, so2648

the coupling exclusion from the dijet and monojet searches can be seen in Fig. 60.2649
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Figure 77: Observed and expected 95% CL exclusion limits on gq for SVJ signals from the
dedicated SVJ search [148], the dijet search [277], and the monojet search [81], for rinv = 0.3
(upper) and rinv = 0.6 (lower). The hashed areas indicate the direction of the excluded area
from the observed limits. The observed limits from the monojet search in the upper plot and
the inclusive SVJ search in the lower plot are outside the range of validity of the narrow-width
approximation, so they are not shown.

7.2.4.2 Emerging jets2650

The track-based EJ search and the muon detector shower search (Sections 6.3.2.3 and 6.3.3.1)2651
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have complementary sensitivity to EJ signatures, targeting smaller and larger lifetimes, respec-2652

tively. The exclusion limits for unflavored and flavor-aligned EJ models from both searches are2653

shown in Fig. 78 for signals with mdark = 10 GeV. For the dedicated EJ search, the results from2654

both the model-agnostic EJ tagger and the model-dependent GNN tagger are shown. For the2655

muon detector shower search, results are obtained by clustering CSC hits. The sensitivity of2656

the muon detector shower search to the flavor-aligned model is reduced because this model2657

has a broader spread of lifetimes and therefore fewer particles reach the muon detectors.2658

Other LLP searches are not sensitive to EJ models, for various reasons. The searches for delayed2659

jets (Section 6.3.3.3) and trackless jets (Section 6.3.3.4) use timing measurements that rely on2660

the exotic particles being sufficiently delayed, and EJs do not satisfy this requirement. The2661

displaced-jet search (Section 6.3.2.1) uses triggers that require at most two prompt tracks to2662

be associated with the jets, which rejects most EJs because they contain tracks with a broader2663

mix of displacements. The DV search (Section 6.3.2.2) relies on reconstructing DVs, which is2664

inefficient for EJs, as each vertex tends to have only a few tracks associated with it.2665

As detailed in Section 2.2.4.2, dark QCD signatures may be produced through decays of var-2666

ious mediators, such as the SM Higgs boson, to dark hadrons. The search for neutral decays2667

in the muon system (Section 6.3.3.1) is also interpreted using a set of perturbative benchmark2668

dark QCD models [143]. The decays back to the SM can proceed via multiple portals, compre-2669

hensively considered in Ref. [301]. The representative exclusion limits for two decay portals2670

are shown in Fig. 79.2671

7.2.4.3 Soft unclustered energy patterns2672

The SUEP search (Section 6.2.3.2) is interpreted in terms of limits on the production cross sec-2673

tion for different values of the signal model parameters mS, mdark, and Tdark. The excluded2674

ranges in the mS–mdark–mA′–Tdark parameter space are obtained by comparing the expected2675

and observed cross section limits to the theoretical signal cross section. Figure 80 shows the ex-2676

clusions for all mS values in the plane of mdark and Tdark with mA′ = 1.0 GeV. Similar exclusions2677

are obtained for other mA′ values and their corresponding decay patterns. In the signal models2678

with the highest track multiplicity, corresponding to the most SUEP-like signatures and arising2679

when mS/Tdark ≈ mS/mdark ≈ 100, the most stringent limits are set.2680

7.2.4.4 Higgs boson decays into long-lived particles2681

Exotic decays of the Higgs boson into LLPs are well motivated in a variety of models, such as2682

those motivated by neutral naturalness, as described in Section 2.2.4.4. Several CMS searches2683

have been reinterpreted in a scenario in which an exotic Higgs boson is produced in pp colli-2684

sions and then decays into two LLPs, here denoted X (as shown in the right diagram in Fig. 7).2685

These reinterpretations are shown in Figs. 81, 82, and 83. Figure 81 shows the upper limits2686

on the branching fraction of Higgs bosons decaying into LLPs with masses between 40 and2687

55 GeV, as functions of the LLP proper decay length. Figure 82 shows the same but for masses2688

between 15 and 30 GeV, and Fig. 83 shows the same but for masses between 0.4 and 7 GeV.2689

7.2.4.5 Heavy long-lived particles2690

Dark sectors may have complex constituents including TeV scale scalar and vector bosons that2691

decay into LLPs in the DS as well as to DM candidate particles [142]. This can include scenarios2692

motivated by neutral naturalness, as described in Section 2.2.4.4. The LLPs may be boosted if2693

their mass is significantly less than the parent particle. These particles can typically decay both2694

to displaced leptonic and hadronic final states. The displaced signatures that can be recon-2695
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Figure 78: Observed and expected 95% CL exclusion limits from the track-based [297] and
muon detector shower-based [301] searches for pair production of a bifundamental mediator
that decays into a jet and an emerging jet, for mdark = 10 GeV and various choices of Φ masses
and πdark proper decay lengths, in the unflavored model (upper) and the flavor-aligned model
(lower).
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Figure 81: Observed 95% CL upper limits on the branching fraction of Higgs bosons decaying
into LLPs with masses between 40 and 55 GeV [85, 187, 243, 292, 294, 301, 323].
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Figure 82: Observed 95% CL upper limits on the branching fraction of Higgs bosons decaying
into LLPs with masses between 15 and 30 GeV [85, 187, 243, 292, 294, 301, 323].
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Figure 83: Observed 95% CL upper limits on the branching fraction of Higgs bosons decaying
into LLPs with masses between 0.4 and 7 GeV [294, 301].

structed range from a few microns to several meters. In addition, the final state may include2696

significant pmiss
T from either decays of LLPs outside of acceptance or from invisible particles2697

produced in the decays.2698

Given the wide range of potential signatures, multiple search strategies have been employed to2699

provide sensitivity, as detailed in Section 6.3. Many of these searches were originally designed2700

to achieve sensitivity to supersymmetric models or lower energy signatures, such as decays2701

of the SM Higgs boson. However, excellent sensitivity is achieved by these searches for DS2702

models, such as decays of heavy Z′ and heavy HD bosons to LLPs. Sensitivities for leptonic2703

final states are shown in Refs. [132, 243]. Hadronic final states are considered below. The Z′2704

model is used to probe the sensitivity to DSs with TeV-scale production of LLPs while the HD2705

model is used to probe sensitivity to DSs with masses ≈100 GeV.2706

The exclusion limits for several CMS LLP searches to Z′ bosons decaying into a pair of LLPs2707

are shown in Fig. 84 for Z′ boson masses of 3000 and 4500 GeV. The use of multiple search2708

techniques provides extensive lifetime coverage. The DV search has the best sensitivity for2709

lower lifetimes as it uses the tracker while the calorimetry and muon system based searches2710

have optimal sensitivity for longer lifetimes. To probe spectra with DM candidates, models in2711

which the Z′ boson decays into an LLP and a DM candidate are considered in Fig. 85. As pmiss
T2712

is significantly increased, searches using pmiss
T show substantially improved reach compared to2713

signal models in which the Z′ boson decays into two LLPs.2714

The exclusion limits for several CMS LLP searches for HD decaying into a pair of LLPs are2715

shown in Fig. 86 for HD masses of 400 and 800 GeV, respectively. The use of multiple search2716

techniques is again shown to provide extensive lifetime coverage. It can also be seen that the2717

large energy thresholds used for the DV search cause a stronger dependence of the sensitivity2718

on the mass of HD compared to the muon system search. To probe spectra with DM candidates,2719

models in which the HD decays into an LLP and a DM candidate are considered in Fig. 87.2720

As pmiss
T is significantly increased for such signatures, searches using pmiss

T show substantially2721

improved reach.2722
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Figure 84: Observed 95% CL exclusion limits for Z′ bosons decaying into LLPs with fully
hadronic final states, for a Z′ boson mass of 3000 GeV (upper) and 4500 GeV (lower).
Analyses employing different strategies are shown to have complementary lifetime sensitiv-
ity [184, 187, 199, 200]. The theoretical cross section assumes the Z’ has SM-like couplings to
SM quarks [66].
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Figure 85: Observed 95% CL exclusion limits for Z′ bosons decaying into LLPs with hadronic
plus pmiss

T final states, for a Z′ boson mass of 3000 GeV (upper) and 4500 GeV (lower). Analyses
employing different strategies are shown to have complementary lifetime sensitivity [187, 199,
200]. The theoretical cross section assumes the Z’ has SM-like couplings to SM quarks [66].
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Figure 86: Observed 95% CL exclusion limits for HD decaying into LLPs with a fully hadronic
final state, for a HD mass of 400 GeV (upper) and 800 GeV (lower). The HD production cross
section assumes point-like effective theory [274]. Analyses employing different strategies are
shown to have complementary lifetime sensitivity [184, 187, 200, 301].
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Figure 87: Observed 95% CL exclusion limits for HD decaying into LLPs with a hadronic plus
pmiss

T final state, for a HD mass of 400 GeV (upper) and 800 GeV (lower). The HD production
cross section assumes point-like effective theory [274]. Analyses employing different strategies
are shown to have complementary lifetime sensitivity [187, 200].
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8 Summary2723

A comprehensive review of dark sector (DS) searches with the CMS experiment at the LHC2724

has been presented, using proton-proton and heavy ion collision data collected in Run 2, from2725

2016 to 2018, or, in some cases, from Run 1 (2011–2012) or Run 3 (2022). These searches have2726

been interpreted in simplified and extended DS models. Figure 88 qualitatively illustrates how2727

the results map into this theoretical framework. The broad DS search program spans many2728

different signatures, including those with invisible particles, those with particles promptly de-2729

caying into fully visible final states, and those with long-lived particles (LLPs). A number of2730

searches have been newly reinterpreted with DS benchmark scenarios for this Report. In order2731

to perform these searches, several unique techniques of data collection and reconstruction were2732

employed, and they are also described in this Report. The broad variety of searches provides2733

sensitivity across a wide range of models and parameter space, and the results represent the2734

most complete set of constraints on DS models obtained by the CMS Collaboration to date.2735
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Figure 88: A qualitative depiction of how the results in this Report map onto the models probed
in CMS searches for dark sectors.

In particular, this Report has presented the latest constraints from the CMS experiment on a2736

comprehensive set of simplified dark matter models, and it has compared these constraints2737

with those from direct-detection experiments. New reinterpretations have been shown for ex-2738

tended DS scenarios, including semivisible jets, emerging jets, dark supersymmetry, hidden2739

Abelian Higgs models, and two-Higgs-doublet plus a pseudoscalar models. Several scenarios2740

involving LLPs have been presented, including models with heavy LLPs, stealth supersymme-2741

try, and Higgs boson decays to LLPs.2742

In addition, future improvements will provide increased DS sensitivity. For Run 3 of the2743

LHC [324], new triggers are available [183], as well as improvements to unique data-collection2744

strategies, such as data scouting and data parking [176]. These strategies have already been2745

exploited by some of the searches presented in this Report, and more analyses in the future2746

will also benefit from them.2747

Finally, the High-Luminosity LHC will provide even further DS sensitivity, owing to both the2748
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increased performance of the accelerator and the substantial upgrades of the CMS detector [160,2749

325–331]. The impressive extension in sensitivity that will be achieved for DS models has been2750

shown in several studies of the physics performance at the High-Luminosity LHC [332–334].2751
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A Glossary of acronyms3760

ALP Axion-like particle
BDT Boosted decision tree
BPTX Beam pickup timing device
BSM Beyond the standard model
CA Cambridge–Aachen
CEP Central exclusive production
CHS Charged-hadron subtraction
CL Confidence level
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid
CP Charge conjugation parity
CSC Cathode strip chamber
CR Control region
DA Domain adaptation
DM Dark matter
DD Direct detection
DNN Deep neural network
DS Dark sector
DSA Displaced standalone
DT Drift tube
DV Displaced vertex
ECAL Electromagnetic calorimeter
EFT Effective field theory
EJ Emerging jet
EW Electroweak
FCNC Flavor-changing neutral currents
FIP Feebly interacting particle
GBDT Gradient-boosted decision tree
GMSB Gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
GNN Graph neural network
HAHM Hidden Abelian Higgs model
HCAL Hadronic calorimeter
HI Heavy ion
HLT High level trigger
HNL Heavy neutral lepton
HV Hidden valley
ID Indirect detection
IDM Inelastic dark matter
IP Impact parameter
ISR Initial-state radiation
LHC Large Hadron Collider
LLP Long-lived particle
LO Leading order
MC Monte Carlo
MVA Multi-variate analysis
NLO Next-to-leading order
NNLL Next-to-next-to-leading logarithm
NNLO Next-to-next-to-leading order
OOT Out of time
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PDF Parton distribution function
PF Particle flow
PPS Precision proton spectrometer
PU Pileup
PUPPI Pileup-per-particle identification
PV Primary vertex
QCD Quantum chromodynamics
ROC Receiver operating characteristic
RPC Resistive-plate chamber
RPV R-parity violating
SD Spin dependent
SI Spin independent
SM Standard model
SR Signal region
SUEP Soft unclustered energy patterns
SUSY Supersymmetry
SV Secondary vertex
SVJ Semivisible jet
TF Transfer factor
TMS Tracker and muon spectrometer
UPC Ultra-peripheral collision
VBF Vector-boson fusion
WIMP Weakly interacting massive particle
2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
2HDM Two-Higgs-doublet model
2HDM+a Two-Higgs-doublet model plus pseudoscalar


